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Holland City News.
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generally lost
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J. M., & SUN, General Dealers in
Furniture* Coffins; Eighth street. See advertisement.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three

“

especially when Ills found to be in conThese heavy drinkers, the men who flict with the imported standards on that
don’t know when to slop, their fault finding point. (These standards operate like my
wives and mothers, or the widow whose best Jamaica rum— age will tell on both
boy has cut loose from her and who intends of
.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. E.
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®
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Liveryand Sale Stable*.

.
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our influence. Applicationwas

doubt raise havoc wHh

the use of the First Church.
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pvIJKEMA
BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith Pork,
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Lard .................................. 11
Smoked Meat ...............
12 ®13
ing done. River Street.
Hum ............................
8 (j(. 9
Shoulders ..................... ® 7
OLIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Tallow, per lb ..........................® *'
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
Turkeys.
...........................
10 011
pone. Cush paid for Furs.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ (tflO
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TJAUELS.

A

VAN PUTTEN*

CO., Proprietors
Saw and Flour

of Ptugger MUls: (Steam
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

T7ERBEEK,

H. W..& CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Pinning Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

giusmcos gircetoni.

of the pastor, who, I am sorry
one of the few black sheep

of

manhood to

A

rpEN EYCK,

J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Officein Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

A

many of us, in

how

this city, can with

River street.

28,

terests

arc very apt to do, or happen to get caught

29-ly

I>E8T, R.

T)ESSINK,G.J.

A. Proprietror ofCIty Bakery;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on call; Eighth street.

L

NOTICE.

T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
Ay corner Eleventh and River street opposite

Notice is hereby given to all persons indebted
to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
public square.
Banking and Exchan e.
Son, that the undersigned has been apVf ORRIS, S. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
TT'ENYON,NATHAN, Banking and Collecting. IVA over E. Hekold'h Boot and Shoe Store, pointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
IV DraLs bought and sold; cor. Eighth and Eighth street.
River streets.
must be paid to him without delay.
O CHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at D.
MANLY D. HOWARD,
Barber*.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Anignee of E. Kbuizrnga & Son.
Holland, March 28, 1877.
TVE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
Photographer.
IJ shampooniug,hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea-

O

Hotel.

sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-1y
Book* and Stationary.

TJ IGGINS. B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal-

AT

lery

opposite this office.

For

the

Holland City Neves.

was;

it

of

a

Holland

for

although there was a fair turn-

feited. Every responsible bondsman will more than a dozen were present.

bo involved,
I delight in mentioning these facts. I
and hereafter $500 or $1,000 sureties for have thought of forwarding also an article
our good behavior, will be scarce even to the Public Leader, of Detroit, the organ
sec the risk in which he will

among

of our population. of the liquor dealers in this State. It
me as though this provision would be so encouraging for our folks all
as a direct blow at our busi- over the state, to learn that there is at

the better class

It looks to

least one place where tfcse fanatic ideas
of tec totalism are being checkmated,

and
by

that too upon such lofty principles and

such unexceptionableand influential men

—and women too.

courage,in some way or other, to evade

13

Bakerle*.

and our principles.I felt satisfied

for selling on the sly, on Sunday, and out at the hall, yet of all the hundreds
get convicted, the bond will stand for- they intended to reach in that way, not

a

1870.

and thwarted this

way ? If we forget one single night to Church a temperance meeting in the Holclose our place at ten o’clock, which we land language would be a failure, aud so

-

Holland, Aug.

liberal stand,

subtle attack, upon our business,our in-

safety carry on the saloon businessin this all along, that outside

Dead Animals.

B. & McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
Oftlcoatthelrreaideuce.Overysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Best will go to East Saugatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himselfIn readiness
for professional calls.

I heard of this, I felt relieved

ordinances; you know. I tapped a fresh keg of lager,
the Common and wc drank repeatedly to the health and

VV

8. W. cor. Public Square.

and peremptorilyre-

say no,

city

against us and our sureties.I ask,

will operate

The question has been for

con-

and invited the buys to come in through
the hack door— it was Sunday afternoon,

In every city, town and village in the uess. The reform movement has subUnited States, an agent for the sale of stantiallyfailed to dry us up, and it would
Extract of Peach Branch. Send for cir- be too bad to see its object established
culars. Address DR. A. BOSISIO,
through this agency. Hence, I hope that
No. 29 Ninth Street, Holland, Mich.
the Common Council will have the moral

I)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; Collectionsmade In Holland and vicinity.

flock,

any such ungodly proceedings.

As soon ns

obli-

or ignore this provision of the city
long time
charter.
If they do, they will find themwhat
will
you
do
with
dead
animals.
The
T TOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Al. Notary Public;River street.
YI7AL8H, H., Notary Public. Conveyancer, undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnear selves sustainedby the better element of
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug Metz’s tannery, will hold himself inreadthe community, aud this includes the greatOHERBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney Store, bth street.
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
own expense, by simply uutifying him er portion of that class of our population,
PhriieiAB*
Office in the Village of Zeulaud at the Store of A.
who until lately have been so much abused
thereof.
Bolks & Bros.
A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
Bknhaud Wick.
by us, a class whom we had heretofore
Attoroey*.

of that

is

fused to have their church-building dese-

the charter; 2nd, a

observance of the

say,

sistory of that church, however, had the

crated by

The

to

man: The

and a positive red-Hbbon

conditions,such bond will he enforced taken this

WANTED

-

Notary Putlie*'

success, they next applied for the Third

such other conditions as
Council may prescribe, upon the non-per- the honor of these venerableciders and
formance or violation of any one of which deacons who hud voted in our favor, and

-

Muskegon

their annual cleaning-week. Confident of

charter

prescribe.”

3rd,

.

Forryaborg
Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore

may

look at it, Mr. Editor.

ful observance

V

12 15
11 41

to get it, for as

wc

gations iu such a bond will be 1st, a faith-

it
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7 25
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ft 55
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mark. The

made for
They failed
it happened that week was

Church, relying largely upon the influence

Now

ii
ii

-

Common

receiving the license shall,
before the issuing thereof, execute a bond
to the corporation in such sum as the
Common Council may prescribe, with one
or more sufficientsureties, conditionedfor
a faithfulobservance of the charter of the
corporation and the ordinances of the
council, and otherwiseconditionedas the

it

U11VA

that if the

says:

council

V

me

shall have to toe the

Merchant Tailor*

O

II
i«

tells

Council intends to inforce the law,

| 1.15 a.m. OOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
notices.
4
44
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
12.00 “ “
7 5. 15 “ “
ing
Goods.
II
2.20 p. m.
i 9.35 p. m.
<<
* 2.25 p. m.
V70RST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchasa Parallel.
cd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing
Muskegon, Pcntwater
promptlyattended to. River street.
We
believe
that
the
wonderful results
5.25
a.
in.
Big Rapids. 11.15 a. in.
ii
accomplished by the use of “Sltilo/t'it Con2.30 p. m.
J 9.30 p. in.
Meat Market*.
sumption Cure'' are without n parallel in
New Buffalo &
T> UTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner the history of Medicine. Those who dis] 1.05 a.m. *12.15 p. m. 13 Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sauChicago.
believe this and have occasionto try it,
ii
12 15 p. m. sages constantly on hand.
f 5.10 “ “
can be convinced without expense to themii
2.15 p. m.
t 9.45 “ “
ITUITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and selves. Its success is so wonderful and
i;
* 1.55
Iv vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
sure that we sell it on a guaranteeto curp
* Mixed trains.
Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, HoarseI A/ailJ UAl Ollllllll*
\7AN DERHAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt. ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
X Daily except Saturday.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
; Mondays only.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
and twine; 8th street.
All other trains dally except Sundays.;
fnil to try it, it may save your life, while
*.A11 trains on this road, will he.run by Chicago
it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
Uinufcctorlet,Bill*, Steps, Etc.
time, which is 20 minuteslater than Columbus
relief. Cal fat the Drug Store of J. O.
time.
-«•«
T'VEMING, W. H.. Manufacturerof Plows, By Doeshurg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van
Ay improved machinery Ij enabled to sell the Putteu, River street,Holland, Mich., and
Mich. Lake Shore Kail Bead.
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
owur pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow get a trial bottle 10 cents or n regular size
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
points ground to order. 10th street westof River st. for 50 cts. or $1, sold elsewhereby dealers
generally.
Scath.
riEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
3:ing North.
“Hackmetack” a new and delightful
No. 1
IA. Agricultural Implements; commission agent
No. 2
CTATI0N3.
No. 4
for Mowiim Machines- cor. 10th* River street.
p. in. a. in.
p. in. p. m.
Perfume sold by the above dealers.

Grand Rapids.

lawyer

our business;

“The person

Keats, Etc.

F

1877.
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aud

involves also another bond, which will
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Ijtave
Holland.

Holla/ id.
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V
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Arrive at

modem idea and

harmless doctrine,

<

Beef, dressed per

Rail Roads.

Trains.

as

.

V

Wagonmubersand Blacksmiths.

20,

on them this

have it palmed off

......

iN

May

impose

to

ing,* aud will fail to get a respectable back-

“
“
“

“

Effect, Sunday,'

standing in society by Maine hereticsor mush-roomed Moodies

reason of excessive.or immoderate drink-

Corn, shelled ^ bushel
ftO
Oats, "p bushel .....................
37
Buckwheat, ^ bushel
1 00
lines,g2.(KI per annum.
TYOONE
&
ALBERTI,
Livery and Sale Stable. Bran, ^ ton .......................
13 00
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubOffice and barn on Market street. Everything Feed. V ton .....................
24 00
lished withoutcharge.
first-class.
V 100 lb .....................13ft
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
Bariev, $100 lb ................... 1 10
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- VTIBBELINK, J. II.. Livery and Sale Stable; Middling,$ 100 lb ................. 1 ftO
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugutuck, 9th
Flour, $100 lb ...................... ft 13
Pearl Barley, $ 100 1b ..............3 00
4 00
All advertising bills collectable quarterly street, near Market.

Taken

279.

Wood, Staves, Etc,
By the late action of the Common Coun- break among that class of our population
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................8 3 00
cil, requiring us to take out another $50
who arc geueralljconsidered to be the
*• green ...................
2 7ft
Clothingand Feed ; River street.
beach, dry ................. 2 50 city liceuse, matters began to look more
“salt” of this community, and who, to a
*•
green
.............
.
••
2
28
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
JL Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey- Hemlock Bark ..................... ®* 25 serious, and the prospects of the place are man nearly, have given this reform busiancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Stave*, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00 not very encouraging, inasmuch as for
ness the cold shoulder. The programme
Staves, Tierce,
,...
12 0(1
every saloon, who by this additionalli- was to hold a rousing meeting, in the HolY7AN PUTTEN G., General Dealers, in Dry Heading bolts, soft wood ..... ..... © ,
..... ...... - •}
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Heading bolts, hardwood .....
Stave holts, softwood ....................... » *5 cense has been forced to shut up, or driven land language, in one of their churches.
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Stavb holts,hardwood .................... 3 (H» outside the corporation limits, the city
One of the most powerful of their Holland
Railroad ties, ...............................
12
Hirdxare.
will be the loser, both in a business point speakers,a clergyman from Muskegon,
Grain, Feed, Etc.
of view and in the general fund of its treas\ TAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard[Corrected by the “PtugjerMillt.)
was imported for the occasion. But, alas,
ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
Wheat, white $ bushel -----® 8 1 9° ury. This is not all, for this city licensiug they had underrated the opposition and

1AUURSEMA J. & CO., DealersIn Dry Goods,
\J Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Bats, Cups,

One

NO.

100 hereafter to enjoy his liberties like a little
The failure of this anti-liquor moveman, have never yet succeeded iu mulch- ment hero was fairly illustratedthe other
ing us out of a single dollar in damages. night by a desperate attempt to make a

®
®

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

30
....

®

all

WHOLE

ing.

25®

Apples, ^bushel ................ I
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
ULIET8TRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Beans, )) bushel ...................2 00
.T ready market for country produce; a choice Butter, ^ tb ..............
stock always on hand; cor. Kignth and Market st. Clover seed, ^ lb ..................
Eggs, ^ dozen ....... .............
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGLND'S BLOCK.
rpfi VAAUWEKK, G. J., Family Supply Store: Honey, $ lb ....................... _ ^
8 00
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Hay, V ton .......................
0. J.
Editor and Pntlisher. Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. Onions,$ bushel ................
Potatoes, # bushel ...............
Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ...........
TE2HS OF SUB3CSIPTI0N:—$2.00 peryearia idTaace.
General Dealeri.

1877.

23,

Perhaps I have grown somewhat
lengthy in my remarks on

this license bus-

iness, Mr. Editor; but It

not often that

is

one of us resorts to the newspapers for

re-

dress, and it is not in every locality that

such

Is

advisable. I will state In conclu-

sion that with the exception

bond business,

we

of

this city

are satisfied with the

considered as our bitterest enemies and situation.One of the Vice-Presidentsof
hostile to our principles and our business.
the reform club has come back to us
It is true that in former days, when they
“slinging beer” as before, and is using
were looked upon by us as the old fogies

men denounced

of the town, these same

his influence

among

break their pledge,

the boys to have

them

many
a bum-

to the delight of

us and our business, styling our saloons of us, who think it Is all wrong or
as being the very portals of hell, and bug to sign such pledges. Our philosophy
warning the young men ot the community is this: The less tee-totalers,the more
against going there; but
this

after all,

during moderate or respectable drinkers;the less

temperance movement it must be said

to their credit, that If

it

had not been for

them
become moderate drinkers; the more

red-ribbon boys, the more chance for
to

the firm stand they have taken against

moderate drinkers, the more material for

red-rlbbonism, our principlesas well as our

steady drinkers;the mote steady drinkers,

business would stand at a heavy discount.

the more saloons, gnd the less of opposiThese men may not come out openly tion to a general recognition of our claim
Mil Editor:— I desire to call the atten- and boldly and sling their money over the as being the proper and snitable depos\7AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
tion
of the public to the action of the bar, *as the boys will; this would be ex- itories of the earninga of the laborer and
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Common Council in regard to the saloons pecting rather t<»o much. Let us be the mechanic, the bark-pealer and the
of this city. I feel interested in this mat- patient;this continual open hostility to vessel-loader, the railroader and the facBewisg Uaohlnei.
ANTERS, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Allc- ter, as I think every body should, for. it in- our avocation and our ideas of moderate tory hand, the vrood-sawyer and the apII gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- volves not only our business and our liber- drinking may eventually drive them into prentice, the very men who at the close of
chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
ties, but the material interestsand develop- a position where they will feel compelled
a day’s hard work in the sweat of their
Tobacco and Cigars.
ment of our city are alike at stake, while to take a more positive stand in our favor. brow, invite us so kindly to share with

OUB PBINCIPLES AND OUB EITTEE3.

Saddler*.

TT'ANTERS,L.

T. Dealer in Books, Stationery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.

IV

Boot* and Shoe*.

TTEROLD,

B., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

Al

Bentiit.

EE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of\JT flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker & 'pE ROLLER,
Van Raalto.
't

/

A

G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

TT'ERGUSON B.

R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
the best style of the art. Office over U. D. Post,
Eighth
14-ly

A?

street.

Watch** and Jtvtlry.

TOSLIN * BRE YUAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
fl and dealers In Fancy Goods Kenyon’s Block
;

Draft and killnlaei.

a NNIS * BKOEK,

_

River Street.

dealers in Drags. Medicines,
il. Fancy Goods, Toilet Article* and Perfumeries Paints and Oils, *c., Eighth street.

TV>ESBURG.

If EBNG9,

jYI

D. R-, Drag Store. Fine Drags, MedIclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

fumeries. Eighth

street.

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

In Drags, Modicines, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dsn Hero's Family Medicines; River St.

V

Seo advertisement.
rnraltnrt.

Vf EVER,

H. * CO., Dealora In all kinds of Furniture. CornUns, Wall Paper, Toy a, Coffins,
Picture Frames', etc.; River street.

ivA

As It is, they do the next best thing for us: them the proceeds of their labor, and who
situation will eventuallylead to revolu- they forbid their boys signing the pledge; for a valuable consideration on their part,
tionize our present social and moral condi- they keep away from all temperance look to ns for their lager beer and their
meetings; they demonstrateto a certainty morals, their bitters and their social
tion.

During the

past

the present liquor

two years, as long as
law has been in force,

we have been paying $150

Jtocictto.

a

week

Visiting pikers are cordially Invited.
J.

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

Kramlr, N. O.

in a person depriv-

some of
masses with a zeal

of the cause, the slnfullness of
demands of the temperance pledge and the wicked-

community in the way of lager beer,
brandy, etc. In addition to this was also

Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
a bond, conditioned that
of Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening sell to regular drunkards
of each

manhood

which bond

we have

cause in this

we

standing.

ing himself of his liberties;and

tax and $25 U. 8. tax, before we were law- worthy

this
X. 0- of 0- F.

the want of

year as a local them point out to the

fully permitted to supply the

J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Mcdicines, Paints and Oils, Brashes.*c. Physician'sprescriptions carefully pat up: Eighth st.

A/

the radical tendenciesgrowing out of the

ness of planting themselves squarely in opposition to what a kind Providence intend-

should not ed as a luxuriousrelief for thirsting hu-

’E Bekdkrtegek.

Holland,

Mich., June

18,

1877.

M. Mangin, the celebrated French

bll-

Hard player, recently made a run of four

hundred and

five

points in the three ball

game, of which all but twenty-one shots
and minors, to manity-dispensed through our instrumenwere ensbion shots. The wonderftilpe-

never objected, be-

community we have always

tality, of course.

I

feel happy to state that, In a certain

culiarityof bis play

is

that he never relies

upon “nursing” the balls, bat makes bis ,
been able to get plenty of our best citizens sense, this whole dare-to do-right-total-abstinence-reform business is a failure in our runs almost exclusivelyby “round the
to sign with us; aud as to being prosecuted
P- & A. X.
beautiful little city. This community is table” or Qushlon shots. His ft lends beA Rkoular Commnnicationof Unitt Lowji:, for damages, in case they catch us at it,
<oc
sensible to be thna bamboozled. Their lieve that when he learns to nurse the
No. 191. F. * A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall, this fe all a farce. The class of people who
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, June
balls no player in the world will be able
set up that they are damaged by the na- principles are not of recent date or local
20, at? o’clock, sharp.
to compete with him.
J. S. Bcbns, W. M.
tural consequences of our business, havj manufacture.They will not tolerate these
O. Boeyman, Sec,]i.

‘A-vtd -;A.•tJLr.'M.

*

-

Louisville, Ky. Mrs. T. T. Hawkins, daughter
of the late Col Weir, of Lexington, and of Mrs.
G. V. Merri wether, whose second husband was
before his death, a prominent banker of Louisville, has been impheatedin heavy forgeries of
the names of ex-United States Senator Stevenson, the Hon. George H. Pendleton,of Ohio,
and other prominentcitizens.The forgeries
mount to #40,000or $50,000. The relatives of
Mrs. Hawkins claim that she is insane.

by the followers of Lerdo.... There were Minor, resulting in the defeat of the Russians.
five executions'In the country
'Mehemet Pasha, the Turkish commander,was

m

Friday,the 15th inst, three at Now Orleans,
one at Newuan, Ga., and one at Dayton, Ohio.
Three of the murdererskilled women, two
their wives, the other two selecting men for
their victims. . .The official canvass of the area
CITY, MICHIGAN.
in cotton this year, as made under the aukpioes
of the AgriculturalBureau* shows an increase
of nearly 4 per cent upon the acreage of 1876,
The wheat-harvest has begun in Kentucky, giving a total in excess of 12,000,000acres.
The season has been too cool for cotton, too
and the prospectfor a heavy yield is good.
wet at the time of planting, and too dry since
Fred
Douglass,
the
other
day,
visited
Talbot
• THE EAST.
in all of the area except Texas. The plant is
Tup complaint in the guit against Samuel J. •ounty, Md., for the first time since ho loft, a now genondly small, but healthy,free from
fugitive,forty-one years ago, and made a weeds, and in condition to improve rapidly with
Tilden by the United States to recover taxes speech to the colored people. Douglass also favorable
*
alleged to be duo by the defendant on his in- adled upon his old master, Capt Thomas Auld,
Henatou Conklino sailed last week for
come from 1861 to 1871 haa been filed in the by whom ho was well received.
Europe. . .The Collector of Customs at El Paso,
United States District Court of New York. The
WASHINGTON.
Texas, informs the Secretary of the Treasury
amounts alleged to be due aggregate,with costs
Dn. Linderman, Director of the United of the capitulation of El Paso, Mexico, to the
and interest, #150, 000.... The prosecutingofficers of the State of New York have rejected States Mint, will, it is understood, recommend partisans of Lerdo do Tejada. . .A detachment
Tweed’s offer to “ squeal" on his ring confederin his forthcoming annual report the coinage of Mexican Govenunenttroops recently crossed
ates. and returned to his counsel the papers
the Rio Grande near Fort Clark, Texas, to esnuiyortingto be the heads of the confession of a i?2 gold piece to take the place of the $2.50 cape from a superior body of revolutionists
he is willing to make. The cause of this rup- gold coin.^ He thinks that when specie re- by whom they were closelyfollowed. The
ture of negotiations is supposed to be the in- sumption is brought about there will be a de- latter pursued and attacked them on Texas
sufficiencyof the evidence offered to convict mand for smaller gold coins, to be used in soil, killing and wounding a goed many, and
the accomplices named, and the belief that change instead of silver half-dollars, and that then returned to the Mexican ‘ side
there are too many mental reservationsin the •?1 and $2 gold coins will be very popular.
statementof the boss thief.
It is anuouncod from Washington that
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Australia is about the only country
Although Servia will maintain an attitude of
armed neutrality, she has concluded a treaty that gives subsidies to steamship lines
now. A contract has just been given to
a new lino to run to the East Indies.
spondont at Batoum telegraphs that the Turks
The annual report on the provision
fired on a French vessel which was trying to
enter that port The IVench Consul has de- business of the West, prepared at Chimanded an explanationand apology for the in- cago, predicts that in a few years that
sult to the flag.
city win export direct the greater part of
Late cable dispatches representthe situation the pork provisions of the West Figof the Montenegrins as extremely critical. ..
ures are given showing that there lias
Trustworthy advices from St. Petersburg con- been a great increase in the direct trade
finn the reportedutter inefficiencyof the com- within the last five years.
missariat in Armenia and on the Danube. The
Czar is exasperated. The scanty provisioning
The first shipment of beef to Europe
of troops has caused apprehension. . .The Rushas been made from Boston. When beef
sians have again begun to advance in Asia
was first offered as cargo to the steamers
Minor They have r<K>ccui>ied Olti, and pushed
their advance beyond, the Turks retiring on at New York, the line to which it was
their approach without offering battle
offered scouted the whole business and
The Turks have succeeded in reliev- refused to carry the commodity.All the
ing Nicsics,in Montenegro, and have lines are glad now to get a load of beef
rovictualed it for twelve months....
and at the. smaller ports the steamer
It is stated that the Sheik-ul-Islamhas sent a
delegationof Doctors of Law to the Kherif of companies are almost begging for it
Mecca, the direct descendant of the Prophet, Arrangementsare being made both at
for the purpose of demanding funds from the Baltimore and Boston looking to a lorae
.

.

.

.

A covered bridge over the Connecticutriver

Treasurer of Islam to bo applied in defense of
SecretarySherman has perfectedhis arrangeneutralitylaws, and were released on parole. the Islam faith. This treasure is formed from
ments for the disposal of the 4 per cent Gov- Recnuting is actively going on for the revolu- the annual offerings of the pilgrims, which are
gale last weef. A number of people and sev- ernment bonds. It is stated that tlie oppor- tionists on the Texas side of the Rio Grande.
accumulated in the Kasbah of Mecca and is
eral wagons and horses were on the structure tunity of any and all persons who wish to make
From
Orders have been sent from Washingtonto said to amount to 600.000,000francs.
at the time. A Mrs. Sullivan was killed, subscriptions, at par, to this loan will expire on
Rissian sourceswe have accounts of horrible
Gen. Ord, commanding on the Rio Grande, diSheriff Cook, of Hampshire county,fatally in- the 16th of July, and the people are invited to
at Northampton, Mass., was blown

down by

a

.

jured, and several others badly bruised:

invest in

recting the release of the Mexican soldiers who

up to that date ; after which the
with which a contract for placing

it
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.
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uP°n ChristianTurks in the province
Villages and farms,’’ it is stated
“are wantonly sacked and burned with a view
of rendering the country a desert before the
advance of the Russians.Ghastly heads are
“fne? every day by blood-stainedmurderers
into Tultcha, Matchm, Babadagh and Hirsova.
The flames of some burning village are risible
every night."
of

Tultcha. “

business.

California is beginning to look up
hopefully from its woe, aud talks even of
having rf surplus of wheat for export this
year of 150,000 to 250,000 tons. A thousand tons of the new crop have already
been sold at 2j cents a pound, and contracts for shipping to Europe have been
made at from #10 to 812 a ton. With
250,000 tons surplus from Oregon, the
Pacific coast will thus make no mean
contributionto the figures of America
and the food of Europe for the next year.

syndicate,
recently took refuge in Texas, if there is no
the loan has been made, will control the further danger that they will bo again immediately atlast week at his residence at Fairhaven. Ct, at sale of the bonds.
tacked by the revolutionaryforces.... Reports
the ripe age of 71. His death was not unexJohn A. Harlan (coloied), ex-member of from Havana say that the conditionof Cuba is
pected, as he has been an invalid for a long
no better than it was last year ; that Martinez
Congress from North Carolina,has been apCampos, with the 80,000 men he added to the
time.
pointedCollectorof InternalRevenue for the gamsons of the island, has utterlyfailed to
Mb. Joseph Seuomak, the wealthy Hebrew Second District of that State, rice Powers. . redeem his promise of pacification ; that the
banker of New York, and member of the syndi- At a Cabinet meeting last week it was agreed treasury is exhausted, the oroductiou of the
The Servian Government continues its warA letter from Australia, speaking of
cate to place the Govenunent loan, visited that the vacancy to be created by the rowgna staples of the island interrupted, and ail induslike
preparations. A large party is being cou- the Sydney Exhibition,says the Ameritrial and commercial enterprise paralyzed.
Upn
of
George
F.
Talbot,
of
the
Sohcitorship
Saratoga with his family the other day, and
cfcntratednear the capital. .... Ludwig III
can and Canadian exhibits are the great
of the Treasury, shall be filled bv the appoint- The Spaniards and most of the people would
applied at the Grand Union Hotel for apartGrand Duke of Hesse, w dead.... A telegram
ment of Kenneth Ravnor, of North Carolina. be glad to have peace at almost any price.
features of the
annex has
ments. Somewhat to his surprisehe was reBut the army contractorsdon’t want' it, and from Paris relative to the report that the
Raynor is an old-line Whig.
been
built especiallyto accommodate
fused entertainment,on the ground that their
Government
means
to
prevent
the
preliminary
they will probably contrive to have their way.
The President has appointededitor R. A.
presence injured the business of the hotel
meeting
sections
the Left before them, and this part of the fair turns out
The case of Great Britain presented to the the reassemblingof the Chambers states
Die managers of the hotel claim that Christ Thompson, of the Avalatwhe, Postmaster at
to be the most densely and most continuFisheriesCommission, appointed to adjust the that M. Gambetta has relinquished the idea
tiaus do not like the company of Hebrews, and
Memphis.... A. U. Dockery, of North Caro-

Rev. Johk

8.

C.

Abbott, the

historian, died

.
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.

show.

of

An

of

ously crowded with sight-seers. The
and the of caUing such meeting, the Left being things from the United States which atsufficiently agreed upon a line of action
James Russell Lowell has acceutod the Spanish provinces of the former country in North
<~J}HJIlse wRh a preliminary discussion. tract the most especial attention are the
America, contains a voluminoushistory of the
at this bit of ostracismof their race. ... An en- mission* and will shortly leave for Spain....
I he Ministerof Instruction has ’decided that
large displays of cotton goods, tools, carfishery difficulties. A total of $14,800,000is
tire Freshmanclass of PrincetonCollege, num- The question of the amount of silver coin
any student participating in any politicalmani- riages, scales, house hardware, slates,
claimed
as
damages
from
the
United
States.
bering nearly 100, has been suspended and sent which may be legallyissued has engaged the
festationshall be immediatel’yexpelled from statuettes and Yankee notions.
home for “ bulldozing" the facultv. Several attention of the Treasury Department and the
THE TURKO-RUSSIAN WAR.
college .The Barbary states on the shores of
Attorney
General
The
latter
has
decided,
in
important discoveries of petroleum oil are reThe New York Tribune publishes tathe Mediterranean are experiencinga locust
A
ported in Pennsylvania,the new wells aggre- a formal opinion, that the \yhole amount of
plague,
”bTn dX?e5 b“Se llies showing the earnings of nearly all
av train
tram with
with terrible effect, a train car- ravenous ’hoppers in large districts,and there
gating a production of over '32,000 barrelsa ‘‘change/’ silver and paper, must not exceed railway
the railroadsin this couutrv, aud also
fifty millions, and that silver mav onlv be isday.
rying army goods was on its way from Galatz is serious scarcity of provisionsand apprehentables showing the dividends made by
sued in exchange for pajier fractionalcurrency
sion of actual starvation among the people.
THE WEST.
to Ibrail, having on board a torpedo of English
redeemed or known to be destroyed.
the railroadcorporations. From these
The ceremony of presentingGen. Grant with
manufacture, technically called the Whitehead
The grasshoppers are developing considerThe President is booked for a visit to the or Fish torpedo. When about half wav, near
it appears that stock amounting to
the freedom of tho city of London in a golden
able strength in one or two counties of Iowa
White Sulphur Springs of Virginia in the latter where the road strikes the Danube, the torpedo
$1,400,000,000 paid no dividends the
casket was performed at Guildhall, the other
and a considerablesection of Slinnesota. With
part of July.... The name of Gen. Julius accidentally exploded, blowing the entire train uny, m the presence of a distinguishedgather- la8^ ?ear
amounting to
these exceptions, the crop reports from those
to atoms, killing tho engineer, fireman,and
White, of Chicago, is prominently mentioned
ing of Englishmen and Americans .... Ladv $826,641,702 paid an average dividend
States, as well as nearly the whole of the North- in connectionwith the Turkish mission.
.The brakeraan, and tearing up the track for a dis- sterling Maxwell, better known as the lion, of 7 per cent. The dividends made
west, are very encouraging. .The Black Hills Presidenthas appointed M. W. Gibbs (colored) tance of a quarter of a mile. .. .The Turks, airs. Norton, is dead. This lady, a well-known
average about 2.6 per cent, on all the
stage was again stopped by highwavmen,the Register of the Land Office at Little Rock, Ark. aware of the inability of their Asiatic army to poet and novelist, was married' on the 1st of
stock outstanding.The roads paving
cope with the overwhelming uumlwrs ’ of
other day, near Hat creek, and robbed of the
Secretary Sherman has written a letter for the Russian invading forces in the field, Jlarch last to Sir WilliamSterling Maxwell, Bar- dividends have about $800,000,000 of
treasure-box.None of the passengers were
onet. member of tho British Parliament for
the purpose of removing any doubt in regard have made a bold move to cut the enemy’s long
molested.
Perthshire. The bride at the time was 70 bonds outstanding, which practically
to
his opinion as to the payment of the 4-per line of communications.The success’of this years of age, and confined to her chair with representthe capital invested— the roads
A Cathouc priest haa just returned to Bismovement would compel an instant retrograde
being constructedby the sale of bonds,
marck. Dak., after spending several days at the cent bonds in gold. He believes that both movement of a considerableportionof the Rus- rheumatism. Sir William was 59.
principal and interest ought to be paid in gold
Portugal has proclaimed ber neutrality in and but a small proportion o: cash being
camp of Sitting Bull, in the British Possessions.
sian army, since subsisting upon a country so
coin.... Nicholas Fish, son of the late SecreThe savage chief is irreconcilable in his hatred tary of State, bus been appointedMinister to impoverished would be impossible. The Turk- the Busso- Turkish war. Germany will not invested in stock.
ish demonstration has already induced the Rus- issue a special proclamation of neutrality....
of the Americans, and refused to entertain the Switzerland.
sians to withdraw,their right’ wing, which had President Mar Mahon, on the reassembling of
idea of surrendering. A council was held, at
POLITICAL.
The Depravity of the Armenians.
been far advanced on the road to Erzeroum, the French Chamber of Deputies, June 1(>.
which it seemed to be determined that the hosand the Turks have consequently been enabled presented a message demanding the dissoluMinnesota
has
just
had
a
special
election
on
uies will remain on the British side of the line
An English war correspondent writes
to reoccupy Olti and some other important po- tion of that body. An exciting debate folat present, being in no conditionfor successful
the proposed amendment to the State constitufrom Trebizond: “Were a European
sitions on the road leading west from Ardahan.
lowed Mr. Gambetta replyingto the Ministry
offensive war. English officers were present,
tion, devoting the land grant of 500,000 acres,
Russian reports explain that thd backward on behalf of the Republicans.He advocated to exercise his fancy fur imagining the
who promised that the savages should not
movement
was
voluntary
on
their
part,
and
originally made for the benefit of internalimdissolution as the best policy to be pursued ____ quintessenceof depravity,the frightful
be molested as long as thev kept quiet.
that they had determinedto concentrate their
Four persons were drowned at Eagle lake, Rn- provementsin that State, to the payment of forces for the reductionof Kars before push- A Constantinopledispatchs'avs there has been wickedness of the Armenians would still
a dangerous outbreak of from 15,1)00 to 20,000
cme county Wis., one day last week, viz.: outstanding railroad bonds. The proposition ing further into the enemy’s country.
be out of his power to conceive. Those
mounted Arabs in the district between DamasMrs Oliver Gilbert and Miss Gilbert, and Mrs. was rejected by a vote of nearly three to one.
The New York Herald'soorrespoudent with cus and Aleppo. The country is almost de- who are not bankers to some Pasha
An election has just been held in Georgia to
Ooblet and child. They were attending a picthat is. vampires living ou the blood of
nic, and were out in a row-boat when the sad decide the question as to whether a convention the army in Asia telegraphsparticulars of the nuded of troops. The Governor of Syria has
telegraphed for asMstanoe.
Christians and Mohammedans— are ceraccident occurred. The boat leaked badlv, and
should be held to remodel the State constitu- recent battle or series of battlesin front of
swamped before it could get back to the shore.
The Bashi-Bazouks are earning things with tain to be panders, aud that word in the
tion. The matter was decided in the affirmative Kars. The fighting began on Saturday,June
The citizens of the usually quiet little city of by over 10,000 majority. . .The Louisville Cou- 9, by a determined attack of the Russians. Tho a high hand in and around Constantinople. East signifiessomething much worst1 than
Mount Vernon, Ohio, have been thrown into a rier- Journal says “ the man npon whom the conflict was renewed at daylight on Sunday. Among those who have recently suffered from with us. In Hungary, Transylvania
their excessesis an English army officerand an and the Bucowina, Magyars, Germans,
disagreeable state of agitationby the cold- Democrats of Indiana have united to lead them The Russians had effected a lodgment in one
American naval officer,who were beaten and
m
the tight next year to oust Morton from the of the outer earthworks on the previous night.
Roumanians and Slavs would rather find
blooded murder of a popular hotel-keeperand
The struggle was sanguinary m the extreme. maltreated in a shameful manner ____ The en- themselves among the plague-stricken
prominent citizen uafted McBride, by one Ber- h ? Wa basli ’’” V°0rliee*’ the Tal1 s.vcamore
The Russians are reported to have held their gineerswho made tho geological explorations
than fraternize with the Armenians.
ground during the whole of Monday and Mon- and soundings for a submarine tunnel between
Kenneth Ravnor, the newly-appointed Soli
France
aud
England
report
that
the
tunnel
is
No doubt they are more wealthy than
day night. On Tuesday the Turks began the
citor of the Treasury, is a man nearly 70 years tight, assuming tho offensive bv making the perfectly practicable, as there is a continuous the other nationalities, but by what
of age. He was in Congress in 1839 as aii old- most desperate sorties. According to the Htr- bed of chalk between the two shores. .. .Two means have they attained to prosperity?
vilfw 0f ap^. He wrved in the Indiana Hne Whig. Of late years he has resided in alJs correspondent from a Turkish source, this Constantinople newspapers have been sui>- Their every word is a lie, their every act
pressed,and the publishers,editorsand comLegislaturem 1851 and 1855. and was elected
Mississippi.He was a Union man, a friend of resulted on Tuesday in the dislodgment of the positors exiled.
a deception. In Trans-Caucasia, the
Russians,
who
had
been
inefficiently
supported.
fc wtl0n&1 Hou,Ke ot Representativesin
Grant, and a member of the Alabama CommisU» Beat, being qhosen sion.... Gail Hamilton,in one of her recent The Turks succeeded in surprising the Russians
The stay of ex-PresidentGrant in England Armenians are the dirtiest,the most imUnited States Senator to succeed -Mr. Henby a flank
letters,charged that George Schneider of
ik movement,
raovemeut» and
aud the
tli(J slaughter
slaughter that
that will be prolongedlieyond the time at first set moral of all nations, in every respect
te.Ck?>
He was for a short cago, loaned Sccrutarv febura n™,ev’tortart !
Tho lluaauua aakod by him.... Upward of $500,000 worth of se- far behind the Tartars. A European,
Ume Commissioner of Internal Revenue under
110 quarter, and tho Turns offered none. Tho
cuntiesand railway stocks were recently stolen therefore, is not likely to feel any desire
Prejdent tfrant....Hon.John Pettit died last
last action of the Russian gunners was to spike from a mail between Loudon and Paris.
for their acquaintance.”
the
few
Turkish
field-pieces which they had
appointment to the Swiss mission.The latter
has been interviewed uixm the subject aud captured in the redoubt. This was after ’it beSheridan at Sedan.
m public affairs having held the position of pronounces the story an unmitigated falsehood came a hand-to-handstruggle, and the guns
Senator and member of Congress from In- and slander.
MARKETS.
The following vivid account 1h taken
were of no further service ____ Typhus fever
and other fatal ailments are pfaving havoc from Col. Hoffman’s “ Reminiscences of
fwl
JU'P 0f tT1!e.i CJrcmt and Supreme
The State Conventionof the Greenback with the Turkish rank and file.
Courts, and was United States Judge for
A wav corre- Two Wars:” “At the battle of Sedan,
NEW YORK.
Kansas Tcrritory in
b
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9 00 (all 00
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near
Count
Bismarck.
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The Chicago Journal saya : “ Reports from gam Resolutionswere adopted demanding the graphs that “the immense mass of material
which the Russians are moving toward tho Toward its close he shut up his glass, Cotton ............................ IIJ,* 1J
even- Congressional
district of Illinofi represent reiK-al of the Resumption act of 1874, the
Flock— Superfine Western ........ r» 7:> <« 6 25
withdrawal of the national-bank notes and the Danube can scarcely be lodged in the depots on aud, turning to Bismarck, said, ‘The Whkat — No. 2 Chicairo .......... l GO <rf 1 62
the outlook for corn generallybetter than it
substitution of greenbacks, the remonetization the river before the 1st of Julv. It is, there- battle is won.’ Tho Count replied that Cons— Western Mixed .............fit;
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has been for some years past at this season, of silver,and the reservationof the public do- fore. scarcely probable that any attempt
g:j
lie should be glad to think so, but saw Oath— Western Mixed ..............
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NNert and Northwest promise the best results."
nan apparently satisfied tho
the 'powers.
powers. Tnist- Ins glass toward Sedan, Sheridan obhas
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that the Emperor was not such a fool as
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nies all intention of taking possessionof ’ConMedium to Fair ..........5 50 (4 5 75
promising to secure decrees of liberationa
stantinople, but leaves the question of the oc- to place himself in that situation. Look- Hook— Live ..... ..................4 50 (4 4 80
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sions from tho immense staff he saw
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change in the administration of the Christian
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judicial decreeswith a degree of secrecyfatal
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point no compromise will bo made.
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sets art said to be ample enough to uav deIt is now announced that it is the in- his staff were prisoners of war. The Barley— No. 2 .....................
ed with the sacred duty of according justice to
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house, and they shall keep all lulls and stairA Case of Conscience.
ways well lighted all night, and at the head of
Some years ago in a Maine village a
each flight of stairs a rod light, and no other
The JackBon military visit Bay City on red lights shall be used in said hotels.
young lawyer hung out his shingle. For
the Fourth.
Sec. 2. It shall bo the duty of the Township convenience we may call his name WebIn Jackson county there are 328 deaths Board, the Board of Trustees of every village, ber. ’ He was of a social turn, and his
and the Common Council of every city in which office speedily became a sort of headto 777 births for 1870.
is located any hotel more than two storieshigh,
quarters for the good fellows of the
Several bands of gypsies are roaming to appoint a committeeof three competent
persons, one of whom shall be the Chief of the neighborhood. About two miles up the
through the State.
Fire Department or the Fire Warden, in all river lived an old farmer who was comClothing for thelonia prison is being places having such offices, whoso duty it shall monly known as “Old Alfred,” or
shipped to Ionia.
be to visit and examino all such hotels within
“Uncle Alfred.” He was a character
Ex-SecretabyChandler has gone to the township, village or city in which they are with a well-developed taste for ardent
appointed,and to report to said $oard or CounCalifornia on a pleasure excursion.
cil, as soon as practicable,
such recommenda- spiritsand a chronic indisposition to pay
Twenty thousand young eels have tions as they may deem proper for the protec- his bills. The young lawyer was popular, and the storekeepers of the village
been depositedin the mill-pond at Jack- tion of guests from danger from tire.
8ec. 3. It shall bo the duty of Township or
sent him the bills which they could not
son.
| Village Board or City Council, on receiving
Henry Bissell, a young married Ger- such report, to cause all needful alterations collect. Thus it happened that many
man butcher, killed himself recently at and additi*'n8 or provisionsnecessarv for the little accounts against Old Alfred came
safety of guests from fire to be made within into young Webber’s hands for collecEast Saginaw.
sixty days, and cause a notice to bo served on tion. The old man would never pay unThe late copious rains have put out the owner or keeper of such hotel, stating til ho was sued, and then would make,
the fires in Northern Michigan, for which the alterations and additions or provisionsto
be made, either by ropes furnished the slcei>- vociferous complaints.He accused the

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

everybody

is

thankful.

The

hail-storm of Monday of last
in Shiawassee county did much
damage about Laingsbnrgand Owosso.

ing rooms of the hotels, or by ladders and
such other means as they may think best to
secure the safety of the guests, and all such
expense shall be paid by the owner thereof.
And if any owner or keeper of such hotel
shall neglect or refuse to comply with such requirements within the time and in the manner
specified in said notice, he or they shall be
liable to a fine of not less than $25, and not
more than $100, for each mouth that ho or
they shall fail to comply with this act ; and all
fines accruing under this act shall be collected
in the same manner as is now provided by law.
and shall go the use of the libraryof the
township, village or city where collected.
Bec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Townshi
Board, the Presidentand Directors of any village and Mayor and Common Councilof any
city to examine,or cause lo be examined, at
least once in each and every year, all such
hotels within their respective corjiorations
and it shall be their duty to enforce, or cause
to be enforced,the provisionsof this act, provided that the provisions of this act shall not
apply to hotels having less than thirty rooms

young lawyer of grinding the

face of the

youth took the name of his tutor, and
ALL SORTS.
married a Virginia or Maryland lady, by
There are four Jews in the Turkish
whom he had two sons, Atlanticusand
Parliament.
Pacificus. The first was sent to West
It is a fraud to borrow what we are
Point, and is the General on the Rio
Grande. The second became a lawyer in not able to repay.
New Orleans, and emigrated to California
Canker-worms are killing the famous
twenty-fiveyears ago, where he is a elms of New Haven.
Judge.
Advise not what is most pleasant, but
what is most useful.
Fashion Notes.
Richard H. Dana has attained the
Walking dress-skirts clear the ground
great age of 90 years.
.

in Paris.

Flounces gathered

at

wide

ore veiw popular.
Scarf-pins of dead or oxidized silver

much sought for.
Linked sleeve-buttonsare taking the

are

place of other kinds.
Trained dresses are

worn

Theodore Tilton’s daughter Florence

intervals

in the

is

with him

Some
troit

in California.

800 dozen frogs’ limbs from

De-

reach New York doily.

Forty journals are published in Germany devoted to Socialism.
house
Most of the Southern papers take the

only bv Parisians.
Black silk and black cashmere Breton
suits are coming in vogue.
The Shepherdessis the newest bonnet. It is intended for country wear.
Bonnets composed entirely of flowers
are worn bv a few daring lollies.
Wide collars and cuffs worn over, not
inside, the sleeve, are coming in vogue.
Cuffs have round or square comers, to
match the collars with which they are
worn.
Turned down collais are not as deep
as formerly, and have a wider space in

side of the Turks in the war.

A bouquet of 350 flowers, each of a
a Geor-

different kind, was exhibitedat

poor, and railed vigorously against being
gia fair.
compelled to pay. His visits were speFifteen thousand men, women and
cial occasions of delight to the wags who
childrenare picking strawberries at Norfrequented the office,as a lively discusAn eight-foot vein of iron ore has been
folk, Va.
sion always ensued over payment of bill
found in a mine near Marquette, and the
The London papers employ seventyand costs. One day Webber had three
further it is prospected the thicker it
four Parliamentary reporters, the Times
bills
against
the
old
man,
one
of
which
appears.
leading with fifteen.
he had sued, about one he had written a
James Welch, of Gladwin county,
One Boston gentleman has a. cook
letter, and the third hod just come in.
fell deau in Corunna while on his way to
who has been iu the family fifty-four
Uncle
Alfred
came
to see about the one
the train in a carriage with his wife, to
years and still thrives.
which had been sued, and, after a prowhom he was married five days previlonged and animated debate, paid it. front.
The little town of Salem, N. C., with
ously.
The contest between short and trained 2,000 inhabitants, has gathered and sent
Then Webber suggested to him the proEx-Alderman John Horn, of Depriety of paying the one about which the street-dresses is decided in favor of the to market, during the past three years,
troit, saved a little bov named Anthony
letter had been sent, and thus saving the fonner.
more than 3,000,000 pounds of blackberGrogan from drowning ou£ day last
English shirt-collars have turned-over ries, for which the gatherers received
expense of a writ. The old man de
week, and lost a $150 watch and chain in
murred for a while, but finally settled points, rolled very far back, leaving the nearly $500,000.
his efforts.
that, and then, remarking in a conclusive throat bare.
In an election for school trustees in
Sleeveless sacks, slightly loose and
Five thocsand young eels have been
tone, “I hope I’ve got through with
Denver, Col, votes were cast by 323
deposited in the Shiawasseeriver.
you now,” prepared to go. “ Well, no,’’ straight in effect, are worn with polo- women. Only one was challenged, a
About 15,000 have been distributedin used for guests.
said Webber, “ I’ve got another little naises for the street.
miss of 18 years, who knew she was old
Ribbon lacings, fastening two parts
the lakes around Laingsbnrgand in the
bill here which perhaps you’d like to
enough to marry and thought she was
Looking-glass river.
look at before vou go. This was too of a garment, are among the novelties in old enough to vote.
Wellington^ Strategy.
The steamer R. N. Rice, of the Detroit
On a certnin occnsion during Welling- much for the old man, and he broke into dress-trimmings.
To-day Berlin is covered with the
Necklaces of lace will replace for
and Cleveland line, was damaged by fire ton’s campaign in the Pyrenees, that a torrent of objurgations. After he had
wrecks
of speculative credulity. Many
tie calm, Webber remarked the summer the bauds of velvet worn
while lying at the dock in Detroit to the “ great Captain,” being displeasedwith become a little
of the millionaires of a few years ago are
amount of about $30,000. There was an the dispositionsGen. Pictou had made in his blandest tone, “ Uncle Alfred, I with stylishcostumes in the winter.
Last season’s silks are admirably fresh- iu a state verging ou absolute poverty.
insurance of $25,000.
for receiving the assault of Marshal will make you a proposition. If you will
ened
into new toilets by side-plaited Over-productionand over-speculation
An 8-year-old sou of Capt. Fallins, of Soult, who had menaced him in front, for the next two hours go around the
have caused the crisis.
streets here, mingle in the groups of the flowers and ruffles of Swiss or tarlatan
the barge Emerald, was drowned at Bay ordered the plan to be entirely changed.
The equalityin point of numbers of
muslin.
City a few days since. He was seated But the difficultywas to delay the attack people ou the streets and in the stores
the
sexes is most nearly attained in
Stylish
suits
are
frequently
made
with
ou the rail, lost his balance, and fell of the French until the change could be and lead the conversationto such a point
the Louis XVL, or Continental,basque, France. For everv 1,000 men there are
that
you
can
remark
to
them
that
young
effected. Tins the “Iron Duke” acoverboard.
Webber is a very clever fellow, I will with its long, square waistcoat and square 1,007 women. The other extreme is
In addition to Francis Murphy, the complished in person in the following
discount to you $1.50 ou this bill. ” Old postilions, square collar and cuffs a la found iu Paraguay, where there are 2,089
blue-ribbon orator, SylvesterLamed, of manner: Doffing his cocked hat, and
women for 1,000 men.
Alfred almost lost his breath at this mod- mousquetaire.
Detroit; J. W. Fitzmaurice,of East Sag- waving it in the air, he rode furiously
The
prettiestcheap jewelry in the
A church in Berlin, made of paper, is
est
proposal.
\
He
wanted
the
$1.50
bad,
inaw, and Isaac H. Parrish, of Grand to the head of a regiment, as if to order
market is of porcelain,made to resem- octagonal without and circular within.
but
when
he
realized
what
he
was
exRapids, will deliver addresses at the a charge. Thereupon rose a tremenpected to do for it his heart sank. He ble enamel, representingall the flowers The materialis made waterproof by satred-ribbon celebrationin Lansing, dous cheer from the men, which was
of the field and garden. Seta can be had urating' it with vitriol,lime water, whey,
taken up by corps after corps until it re- said impressively:“ Squire Webber, I’m
July 4.
to match every toilet.
and the white of eggs. The building has
a
very
old
man
and
have
done
many
verberated along the whole extent of
The Shite Sabbath-School Convention
The newest style of evening dress is fine relief work on the outside, and
wicked
tilings
in
my
life, but with my
Pictou’s line.
met at Ypsilantilast week. The followthe “baby frock,” made exactly as for papier-mache statues adorn the interior.
As the roar died away, Wellington was views of eternity I can’t lie like that for
ing officers were elected : President,
an infant with all the fullness of the skirt
money
"—-Portland
(Me.)
PrcM.
Hobart Pahha’^ valor, rash and imheard to remark, musingly, as if addressRev. C. T. Allen ; Vice President,Rev.
thrown back, short waist, and wide sash petuous as it seems to the lazy Turks,
ing himself, “Soult is a skillful but
W. F. Day ; CorrespondingSecretary, cautious commander, and will not attack Remarkable Increase of Russian belt closed with slashed loops and fall- lias beeu iu the way of his preferment.
Rev. Z. Grenell ; Recording Secretary, in force until he has ascertained the
ing ends.
Territory.
He goes amoug them by the name of
W. D. King.
“ VeU-Pasha” (Mad Pasha), and they
meaning of these cheers. This will give
At the beginning of the reign of Ivan
At the annual meeting of the Van Bu- time for the sixth division to come up, III., the first autocratic ruler of Russia, How Farmers are Oppressed In Turkey. hold, or affect to hold, him of little or no
reu County Woolgrowers’ and Stock and we shall beat him.” It turned out in the year 1462, the territory he govIn the course of a report on the trade account in council.
Breeders Association at Paw PaW the as anticipated. Soult naturally enough erned comprised about 11,000 square and industryof the Turkish empire, preCooked snails arc said to possess the
dinner and speeches were highly en- supposed those tremendous shouts to an- miles. At liis death, in 1505, the whole
pared by Eugene Schuyler, Consul Gen- power of restoring tone to the coating of
joyed, and the sheep-shearing festival nounce the arrival of large reinforce- extent of his dominions included about
eral at Constantinople, for embodiment the stomach when badly injured by
was made particularly interestingby ments, and did not attack until too late. 43.000 square miles. Under the Czar
in the forthcomingannual report of the strong drink. The sale of snails is a
twenty-eightdifferent entries.
Had he struck at the right moment, he Ivan IV. (“The Terrible”)a consider- Secretaryof State on our commercial re- source of much profit to the ueasants of

week

;

The

would have won an easy

victory; as it able quantity of territory was annexed, lations,the following graphic description Tivoli, near Rome, Italy, ana the flavor
was, he met with a bloody repulse.This so that at the time of his death, in 1584, is given of one of the Turkish systems of is said to be more delicious than that of
decrease of nearly $10,000 from last was strategy. Not the strategy of hooks, the Russian empire may be computed to obtainingrevenue:
oysters.
year’s figures. The number of dealers but the strategy of genius, conceivedand have contained 75,000 square miles.
‘ A farmer in Ohio was preventedsix
“ The taxes form the great obstacle to
of all grades is 685, against 719 last executed in the same moment. The idea Theodore I., who succeeded Ivan, ac- agricultural improvement in Turkey. weeks ago from cutting his throat with
was born of the occasion, and carried out quired territory from the Swedes, and Besides an impost of four per thousand a razor. He said he would starve himyear.
also pushed his conquests beyond the on the value of real estate and 4 per cent, self. He has since been kept alive on
The wool clip of this State is fast pass- on the instant.
Ural mountains ; and at his death, in on its revenue, the tithes are very oner- such liquids as he could by pretext be
ng into the hands of dealers and manuAn
Editorial
Brutus.
1598, the Russian sway extended over ous. Nominally they are 10 percent., persuaded to swallow. He has had
facturers at prices ranging from 25 to 36
An editor out West indulges in the 130.000 square miles. On the accession except when an addioual half or quarter his coffin made, aud it stands in his
cents for fine, according to condition,
mostly at about 30 cents. The estimated following talk to his subscribers and of Michael I., in 1613, the extent of the is imposed; in reality they sometimes house ready for use.
number of sheep in the State is 1,800,000. patrons. The famous speech of Brutus, Russian empire may be taken at 156,000 amount to 25 or 30 per «nt., as they are
Real estate in Washington is at a desShould the clip average five pounds, on the death of Ctesar, rendered by Sliak- square miles. Peter I. , by his numer- usually collected by tithe farmers who peratelylow figure. The elegant manthis would give 9,000,000 pounds as the speare, is made to do service in this ous conquests, materially increased its greatly oppress the people. The peas- sion erected by Gen. Howard and subseextent, and at his death, in 1725, it com- ant, after having reaped his crop, must quently purchased by Mrs. Schoolcraft/
product of the State, and, at 30 cents a amusing travesty
prised 282,454 square miles. During the leave it ou the ground until the tithe was lately disposed of for a mere trifle.
“
Hear
us
for
our
debts,
and
get
ready
pound, would give $2,700,000 to the
that you may pay ; trust us, we have reigns of the Empresses Anna Ivanovyna, farmer comes and takes the large sheaf The magnificent residence formerly
sheep raisers of Michigan.
need, as you have long been trusted ; ac- Elizabeth, and Catharine II., large an- •ut of every ten. These sheaves the
The following is a weekly list of knowledge your indebtedness, and dive nexations were made, so that on the peasants must bring to the common owned by John Chamberlain went off
last week for a trifle.
United States patents issued to the in- into your pockets, that you may promptly death of the latter, in 1796, the Russian
threshing floor at their own expense and
Public opinion in Germany is thus reventors of Michigan for the week ending fork over. If there be any among you— dominions extended over 352,472 square
must then thresh then. In tins way the
June 12 : Apparatus for carbureting air, one single patron— that don’t owe us miles. The Emperor Paul I. added Georgia carts and oxen and the threshingfloor of flected in a conversation between two
M. Mann, Ionia; twine-holder, A. Bennso- anything, then to him we say : Ste to his dominions. Alexander I. conquered a village are sometimes occupied for all good burghers of Berlin, taken from a
Berlin paper: First burgher— “ So we
leil, Alpena ; corner stake, S. D. BonFinland and annexed other territories, the good autumn weather, then the peasaside, consider yourself a gentleman,
are likely to have another war with
ner, Newaygo ; head block for saw-mills,
the rest wish to know why we dun them, increasing the extent of the Russian em- ants will be lucky if they be not comH. Cleghom, Muskegon ; extracting this is our answer : Not that we care pire before he died, in 1825, to 366,582 pelled themselves to carry the grain of France?” Second burgher— “Let us
mud from engines,T. Draney, Bay City; about ourselves, but our creditors do. square miles ; while Nicholas I., by the the tax farmer to market. In many pray they may thrash us, so that they
window blinds, J. W. Fawcett, Cedar Would you rather that we went to jail campaigns of 1828 and 1829, secured to cases the grain rots on the field before may be as poor as we are.”
Springs ; eye-glasses, G. Johnston, DeA grove of the great trees of the Yoand you go free, than that you pay your Russia the khanates of Erivan and Na- the tax farmer arrives. By law the tithe
troit ; gas stove, W. McKenzie, Detroit
semite
Las just been explored. It is of
debts and keep us moving ? As we agreed, hitchevan,the district of Ordubab, and farmers and their guards must pay their
head blocks for saw-mills, A. Rodgers, we have worked for you; as we cou- the pashalio of Achnlzic, raising the total own expenses, but this is rarely done. an altitude similar to that of the other
Muskegon ; lubricator,A. S. Skinner, tracted, we have furnished the paper to extent of the Russian empire to 367,112 The party live for weeks at the cost of groves, 6,000 feet. Instead,however,
of being only a cluster of forty trees, it
Hastings.
you ; but as you don’t pay we dun you. square miles. Thus since the reorganiz- the peasants, demanding a receipt that
is a six-mile-square
collection of 10,000.
ation
of
the
Russian
sovereignty
under
they liave paid in full before they estiThe Insurance Commissioner reports Here are agreements for job work, conThere
are trees iu it estimated to be
Ivan
III.,
some
400
years
ago,
the
terrimate the harvest. The peasant submits
the number of companies doing business tracts for subscription, promises for long
from 100 to 4,000 years old.
in this State to be 164, divided as fol- credit, and duns for deferred payment. torial dominions of Russia have increased in order to avoid greater loss.
to
thirty-five
times
their
original
size.
Add to tliis the taxes on cattle, the A comparison of the dairy interest
lows: Michigan mutual, 40; Michigan Who is there so green that he don’t take
bad roads and the difficulties thrown in with the cotton crop shows 'some pestock, 2; other States, 108; Canadian, 3; a paper? If any, he need not speak, for
A
California
Incident.
we
don’t
mean
him.
Who
is
there
so
the way of introducing machines, and it culiar results rather adverse to cotton’s
other foreign, 11. Companieswithdrawn
I* any,
Jeff White was one of the wealthiest is easv to understand the standstillof kingship. The 10,000,000 milch cows
Alliance,Boston; Armenia, Pittsburgh; green that he don’t advertise
iu this country are worth $450,000,000,
Bangor, Bangor, Me. ; Citizens’,Newark; let him slide ; he ain’t the chap either. and drunkenest young men in Los agriculture here.”
and the amount realized from their proAngeles,
Cal.
Katy
Harvey
was
beautiWho
is
there
so
mean
that
he
don’t
pay
Fanners’ and Drovers’, Louisville; Frankduction foots up to $275,142,585,while
lin, Indianapolis; Globe, Cincinnati; the printers? If any, let him speak, for ful, but she belonged to a poor and
Potatoes.
the last cotton crop was worth only $200,wicked family, who conceived th
that they
Home, Columbus, O.; Hudson, Jersey he is the man we’re after.”
As
an
article
of
staple
food,
no
vege000,000.
might
mend
their
fortunes
by
inducing
City; Oswego and Onondaga Phoenix,
Hawks
as Poultry Destroyers.
table
compares
with
the
potato.
In
IreJeff
to
marry
her.
Katy
did
her
best
to
Queen Victoria has completed her
New York; Paterson, Paterson, N. J.;
Colorado has, by legislativeenactment,I fascinateJeff, and succeeded ; but Jeff land potatoes and buttermilk are the 58th year; only twelve other of the
People’s, Memphis; Star Fire, New York;
Sun, Cleveland. The forty mutual com- given a bounty of 25 cents for each and was not inclined to many, and his sister principal diet, the average laborer con- thirty-eight reigning sovereigns of Chrispanies in the State have risks in force to everv hawk scalp. At Denver city, since influencedhim as much os she could the suming of the former ten pounds daily. tendom have attained to this age. The
the amount of $98,687,036,and a mem- the hawk season commenced, the money other way. The Harveys got him into In Holland, boiled in fat with other veg- oldest of all is the Pope, who is 85,
bership oi 51,549, against 32,051 in 1870; paid for scalps for that county alone their house, and gave him whisky and etables, they form the ordinaryrepast of Emperor William is 80, the Czar is 59,
amount of fire risks written by the Mich- averages from $30 to $40 per day. These morphine for two weeks. By that* time the working classes,who seldom eat Victor Emanuel is 57, Emperor Francis
igan stock companies of the States and hawks are mostly killed in the vicinity he was at the point of death, and con- meat more than one day in the week. Joseph is nearly 47. The youngest of
foreign Governments, $133,397,203;pre- of chicken ranches, and the bounty does sented to the maniage. A willing Jus- Science teaches that the best proportions the sovereigns is Alphonso of Spain.
miums received, $1,930,583;losses paid, not offset their ravages on the poultry. tice was found to perform the ceremony, of food for the common wants of the
Tt-rnr ig a remark from the La Crosse
$986,087; aggregate risks for 1876, They not only carry off the young and but with his amval came Miss White, system are about 9 per cent of fat, 22 Sun which will be appreciated by conper
cent
of
flesh-formers
and
69
per
$145,421,718; premiums received, $2,- half-grown chicks, but actually attack determined to prevent it. Then there
sumers of breadstuffs : “ There is some104,996; losses paid, $1,069,110. The the full-grown fowls, which are often was a scene of strife at the dying man’s cent of starch and sugar: hence, with
thing peculiar about flour. When wheat
risks in 1875 were $163,074,518; pre- killed by the furious onslaught of the bedside. Katy took his hand, and the the addition of a little milk or butter,
goes up 10 cents a bushel, flour finds it
potatoes
are
capable
of
sustaining
life
miums received, $2,522,605;losses paid, rapacious hawks. Meadow larks have Justice began the ceremony. Then
out by telegraph, but when wheat goes
and
activity.
To
preserve
a
large
peralmost
been
exterminated
by
the
comMiss White pulled her brother’shand
$1,350,148.
' the news from the east
down, flour gets
jmou enemy. -Nevada TerritorialEn- away. In the midst of the confusion he centage of the nourishing properties of
The following is the full text of the terprise.
by
canal, and a mighty slow canal at that,
potatoes, they should be cooked “ with
••
dieu, unmarried.
lie city should appoint some one to
act passed by the Legislatureentitled
their jackets on.” They need to be well
Prestoent and Mrs. Hayes attended
“ An act for the protectionof guests in
Gen. Ord.
cooked, with a considerable degree of notify nour when wheat goes doVn.”
hotels from danger by fire. ” It was ap- the decoration ceremoniesat Arlingtoa
Newfoundland'ssealing voyage this
Gen. Ord, now in command of the heat ; if boiled, they should be placed
proved by the Governor May 22, and Heights, near Washington,and in per- United States troops on the Rio Grande, at once in boiling water ; if roasted,the year has been uncommouly prosperous.
will go into effect three mouths from son and with flowers Drought by them- is a grandson of George IV. and the oven should be moderately hot at the Vessels of the fleet have already returned
selves strewed the graves of the dead
that elate, or August 22, 1877:
actress Mrs. Fitzherbert,to whom he start ; peeled and soaked in cold water with full cargoes,the cargo of one of
Siction 1. The people of the State of Mkbi- soldiers. Especiallythey decoratedwith
was married by a Catholic priest while the nutritive, starchy matter is extracted them being 27,000 furs. Her voyage
gan enact that it shall be the duty of all own- their own bauds the “ Monument to the
prince
regent. The consent of Parlia- and lost ; with a slow oven the skin will lasted only fifteen days. All of the vesers or keepersof hotels or public houses, more
Unknown.”
than two storieshigh, to provide such hotel or
ment had not been given, and the mar- bo hardened and thickened. To secure sels were propelled by steam, steamers
public house with a sufficientnumber of fire
The Hindoos are endeavoringto in- riage was illegal in English law. A son the fullest benefits from this valuable having been found more profitable than
extinguishersand a suitable fire alarm that can troduce their religion into Australia, and
was bom by mis union and consigned to vegetablemuch depends upon a proper sailing vessels. Only half as many men
be heard in all parts of the house, and to keep
i were formerly employed are now
the care of a tutor named Ord, who emi- knowledge of the best methods of
a” competentnight
night watch during every night gMoo nussionaries liave been for a year
with him to this country. The
guests are lodged within such hotel or public laboringin that country.
total

amount of

liquor taxes for

this year in Detroit is $60,510, being a

:

$

;

:

?

.

_

_

This salary

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

“sticker." It

bill is a

in voting down a

bill

which had

such a strong support only two weeks ago.

MEXICO.

It is pretty well settledthat the Prince

Tiik plan of taking forcible possession and Princess of Wales leave England for
of the northern provincesof Mexico and Australiain the winter of 1878-0. They
holding them until such time as there shall will return through the United States. The

appear in that God-forsaken country a country will pay all the expenses,and the
government capable at least of keeping its royal couple will thus be able to effect a
horse-thieving banditti on

its

own

little

side of

economy, which their straitened remuch need. The Prince, with-

sources very

Rio Grande, and further capable of
giving some reasonableguaranteeof the out being extravagant, has now spent every
payment of damages already done, seems farthing of tho money which was accumu-

the

of the Duchy
of
Cornwall
rents,
and
he
is now running
the conditions of chaotic turbulencealong
the border that are evidently growing into debt. If the Queen does not assist
worse. At present, there is a pretending him, he must 'Boon apply to Parliament;
not unlikelyto become

a

lated during his minority

necessity,under

-

Mexican government in the city of Mexico, but the Australian visit
and another pretending Mexican govern- off the evil day.

New York. Each

ment in the city of

--

of

Some

these pretenders has his adherents in the

secretary of war on the commission of his

that region sufficient force to prevent the

of a

chaos. Only

last

son,

general throat-cutting

a

week,

body of Diaz’

of

to escape annihilation at the

a larger body of

crowd

graduates at West Point this

Hayes and Secretary Evarts on two

hands

mem-

orable and festive occasions.

Tejada throat-cutters.

But they did not thus escape,
jada

who

year. Hon. Mr. Bigelow, it is well known,
refused to “recognize" both President

troops crossed to the Texas aide of the Rio

Grande

York papers are won-

“refuse to recognize”the signature of the

but neither is able to exert anywhere in
prevalence

New

meant to stave

dering whether Mr. John Bigelow will

Gmde;

provinces bordering on the Rio

of the

is

for

Coal mining

the Te-

is becoming quite

crossed, too, and a character- portant interest in

Alabama. From

an ima

yield

“armies” of 4,000 tons in 1878, the product of her
of Diaz and of Tejada was fought on mines grew to 65,000 tons in 1876.
istid Mexican battle between the

American soil. So

it is along

MORTGAGE SALE.

amus-

them so unani- pvEFAULT having been made

ing, to say tlie least, to see

Saturday, June 23rd, 1877. mous

is

the conditions
of payment (of the second Instnllmnul) of a
certain Indenture of mortgage, dated on the* ighth
(8i diiy of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy four (1874,1 made and executedby John A.
Roost, slid Clara Roost, of the Ultv of Holland.
Connty of Ottawa,and 8tate of Michigan, parlies
of the Iftst part, and GijshrechtStein, of Allegan,
Connty of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party
of the second part, and recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, iu and for the County of Otiawa
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh Ml) dav of
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock in the afternoon of
said day. In
of mortgages, on page five
hundred and thirty five (NU). And whereas, there
is now claimed to be duo and unpaid at this date
on said aecond instalment of said indenture of
mortcago the sum of one hundred and twentv-six
dollars ^nd eighty-one cents,f$12i.8t)for principal
and interest; And whereas, the said indenture of
fiiortgaBccontains a condition that as often as ar.y
proceedings is taken to foreclose the same by virtue of the power of sale therein containedthe sum
of twenty (20) dollarsshall be paid by the party of
the first part to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney's or solRltor’afee. and all the
legal costs and charges ot such foreclosure and sale
In case proceedings shall be taken to foreclose the
same, and no suit at law or chanceiy having been
instituted to recover said debt or any part thereof,
Aow, therefor,notice it hereby given, that by virtue
of the power of sale containedin said mortgage
and of the statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of
the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as Is
necessary to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage for principal and interestof said installment,
said attorney’s fee. and the legal costs and expenses
of foreclosureand sale allowed by law, at public auction or vendue to the highestbidder on the tenth
(10) day of September A. D. 1877, at twelve o’clock
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Connty Court House, in the City of Grand Haven,
In said Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holdingthe Circuit Court
for said County. Said mortgaged premises to be
sold are described in said mortgage a* follows, to
wit: AH that certain piece or parcel of land, situate in the City of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and describedas follows, to wit: Lot numberedfive and the west
fourth part of lot numberedfour In Block fifty
eight (58) In the village (now city) of Ho. land, in
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,accordingto the recorded map of life same.

LJ

in

A New
Of

all

kinds of

SUMMEE
And

BOYS’
Is

Liber

Dr. Bosisio’s Column.

Arrival

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

GOODS,

a flue lot

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander
Bosisio, July 1st. 1870. This remedy is an extract

of

CLOTHING

from the branchesof the peach tree, and will cure

offered verr cheap at

the following diseases,viz: Sore Eyes, Liver

Sick Headache,

J.

W. BOSMAN,

MERCHANT TAILOR.

MART

Neither the natural boundary, the neu.

STEIN,

Executrix qf th* Lott Wm and Teetament .
of Gij*brtchtStein, d> crated.
& McBHIDE, Alh/t for Executrix.

Jfyfeial ^otirfjs.

HOWARD

trality laws, nor the presence at different

Candies, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, BlindAdministrator's Sale.
ines, Sardines, Salmon, Lobeteis, Cove
prevents the turbulence and ravaging of
Oysters and all delicacies, we have a new TN the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
a chronic Mexican civil war (that began stock just received.,
A Den Bel dt. deceased. Notice is hereby given
a

century ago, and prom-

have no end,) from oveflrowing
upon American soil, to the enormous injury of all local American interests.
ises to

It is time to put

an end

wretched

to this

business by the application of an effective

remedy. Such remedy, and perhaps the
only feasible one that would have the requisiteeffect, would bo the plan of taking
forcible possession of the border provinces.

FINANCIAL.
The new

-

that I shall sell at public auction, to the highest
bidder, on Wednetdau the eighteenthday of July,
A. 1). 1877, at two o’clock in the afternoon, on the
L. T. Ranters is agent for a large house premisesherein described in the Township of Holland, in the Connty of Ottawa, in the State of
and offers' fire works at wholesaleand re- Michigan, pursuant to license and authority
tail.
surroundingvillages,
granted to me on the twenty-eighth
day of May. A.
calculate to celebrate, can buy of hifn as D. 1877, by the Probate Court of Ottawa County,
Michigan,all of the estate, right, title and intercheap at wholesaleas at Grand Rapids, or
est of the said deceased, of. in and to the real esanywhere else.— Ice-cream at wholesale tate situated and being in the Connty of Ottawa,
In the State of Michigan,known and described ns
cheap, and warranted to keep one day.
follows,to wit; All that certain piece or parcel of
land particularlydescribed as follows; commencing at a point two (2) rods south, and six (6) rods
West of the North-cast corner of the North-east
Quarter (X) of the North-west quarter (V) of section thirty-three(88), town five, (5) North, range
fifteen (1ft) West, In the County of Ottawa, and
State of Michigan, thence running South eleven
(11) rods, eight and one fourth (8k) link*; thence
r\E FAULT having been made in the condition* East six (H) rods; thence South nine (9) rods,
of a certain mortgage dated the 4th day of fifteen and three-quarters (15**) links; thence West
October, A. D. 1869, made and executed by Albert twenty (20) rods and ten and one-half (10X) linKs;
Borg era and Janun Borgor*. of Holland, in the thence North twenty (20) rods and twenty-jour (24)
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties links; thence East fourteen (14) rods and ten and
cf the Ural part, and Hendrik banning and Albert one half (10X) links, to place of beginning,conRiddcring, of Zeeland. Ottawa County, Michigan;' taining two and one-fourth (2X; acres of land, and
partic* of the aecond part, recordedin the office being a part of the North-eastquarter of the
of the Register of Deed* in and lor the Connty of OtNorth- west quarter of section thirty-three(88)
tawa and State of Michigan;on theffihday of Janu- aforesaid.Terms made known at time and place
ery, A. D.1870, at 8 o’clock In the forenoonof Maid of sale.
day in Liber “T" of Mortgage*,on page 84. And
ISAAC MARSILJE, Adminietrator.
whereas,there ia claimed to be due ana unpaid at
Dated:
June 2nd, A. D. 1877.
thi* date the *um of three hundred ami sixty
and W-lOOtha dollars for principal and interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage contain*a condition that when any proceeding*shall he taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
STATE OF MICHIGAN. County of Ottawa, ss:
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
dollars as an attorneyor solicitor’sfee shall he
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office.In the
paid by the party of the fir*t part to the party of
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Monthe second part, and all the legal cost* and charge*

-

PESSINK.

G. J. A.

The

who

$ru> mvcrtwnmitss.
Mortgage S^le.

administration pushes

its

finan-

cial expedients with such bewildering
vigor that the president himself is

of the time in doubt whether he

some
is

“in

step” or not, and the country at large is

up. Among the points on
which Secretary Sherman has a postive
policy would seem to be the contraction
slow to catch

of the small bills,

which are almost entire-

ly of greenbacks.

The withdrawalof

some ten millions of these

bills

from

cir-

log to the Doctor

ALL

E1S

OF

Order

"a&e&r

Four Pages
whole
Invaluable

1'

Druggists in Michigan:
Hats & Caps

Great Variety.

in

Give us a call and see our
Goods.
j. w. BOSMAN.
Holland, May 26,
CHAS.

1876.

SCHMIDT, AUG.

P.

42-ly

Wis.
Holland, Mich., April

SCHMIDT.

W. G.

110
Of all kinds und sizes.

—

o-

Inscriptions cut in

both the

English & Dutch languages.

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.
Chas. Schmidt <C Dro.,
77 CANAL STREET.

14-lv

GRAND

RAPIDS. MICH.

proving.

every day.

Yours Repectfully,

MRS. ELLA

To the Red Ribbon Men!
Having opened a

TEMPERANCE

RESTAURANT,
Next door to G. Van Putten'sStore, we would
respectfully call the attention of the Public to
the facilities we otter them iu all kinds of refreshments and «-atahles, inch as

Lemonade, Ice Cream, CanCigars, Herring,

dies,

Fremont Center.

ers at wholesale or at retail, shall be

com-

pelled to pay a city license. Amount to

be determined by the Council hereafter.
The City Clerk ihall receive sealed proposals until the

1st

day of July, 1877, to

receive bids for the furnlsbiug

of lumber

SHAFTING,

ALSO
WtlutirT
M0

Mod

Pictorial

Entfravingt; 1040 Paget

Pabllibd >y Q. I C.

milAV,

Moutr.

Octavo. /

BpritffiiW, Mail.

Kiting Xtv Work,

Su

ETC.,

irtott,

51%

rULlaETTS, ETC.,

Webster’s Abridgments.
fnbllikadby IV1I0N, BLAXSMAM, TATLOI k 60., M-T.

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteenyear# of experWebster’sPrimary School Dictionary, W4 Engrav’s
to the city from July 1st, 1877, to July 1st,
ience in setting up and repairing Engines. Boilers,
Common School
jrri •*
putting In Hteam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
High
jg; »•
1878.
for steam, t as and water, we will try and give sat341
The salary bill Ad not pass, after all,
Counting
“ with nntnerous isfactionto all that give us a call.
Illustrations and many valuable tables not to bo
CLARK A GOODRICH.
only one vote being given in the afflmative.
found elsewhere.
Holland, Mich., May 17.
IWy

**

••
“
School “
“
Academic “
“
House

1877.

MARSHALL

Mich., March 2i, 18T7.

This Ip to certify that I have been suffering from
and fever for 8 months; cured with one botof Dr. Boeisio’s medicine.

chills
tle

CHAS. DICKERSON.
have been sufferingw ith fever and ague for 18
months; have employed numerous physician* but
derived no benefit.Was cured with 3 bottles oi
Dr. Bosisio’* peach branch medicine.
I

Respectfully DORA HACKERSON.
In behalf of Dr. Bosisio. I will sav that mv
daughterhas been sick will, fever and ague for six
months; have tried a gnat many different medicines but with the same result.— Procured some of
Dr. Bosisio’* medicine, and after takingly bottles
of it she was entirely cured.

MRS. HARRINGTON.

Hot

Coffee
--AND

and Tea

—

MEALS AT ALL HOURS,

have been troubled with the ague for 11 months;
nave tried every kind oi medicinethat I could get.
out could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosi-io I sent to him for some medicine,
a td after taking one bottle 1 am entirelycured.
I

MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.
Holland, Mich., May

Yours Respectfully,

CKCHINNE ANTINE.

1st, 1877.

588 Jewett St.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

MORTGAGE SALE.
PVEFAULT

Had catarrh five years and fever ami ague three

months. Employed numerous

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.
have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the past five years. I have tried numerous
physician*, hut could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Bosisio, and after taking four bottles of 'his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
his care, I feci a* well as ever I did.
I

Your true friend,

SUSAN BAILEY.
recovering from a serious illness wish to make
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosisio. who lias
been my faitiiiul physician until I am entirely nut
of danger. 1 wai attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the deci-ion that I could not survivemore
than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger inside of 24 hours, iiud in three days was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grateful.

THIBOUT,

Repairing Neatly Done

518

GIVE U8 A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.

BOOKBINDING!
The undersignedtjrtshes to inform his old friend*
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
present located at Muakegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Meengs,at Holland, at whc.se
store, on River atreet, all lob work for binding can
be left . I nave purchased a new and complete line
of tools and stock and will fumlah first-class work.
A.

Mussxoon, Sept. 8

1875.

CLOKTINGH.

physicians, but re

ceived no benefit.Dr. Bosisio aired my aguo iu
21 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks’, with
peach branch medicine.

^

that liquor deal-

VAN SCHELVEN
1877.

Bio Rapids, 8ept. 2«th, 1876.
This is to certifythat I have been blind for the
oast seven years, also been troubled with dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians in the State
but they did me no good. Under the treatmentof
Dr. Bosisio, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine,and am improvingrapidly

Mis

51, relative to licenses,so

.

G.
Holland, Mich., April 27.

w

Settingup New Machinery,

BKROHUIS.

P.

This Into certifythat after a treatment of foar
weeks by Dr. Bosisio our six-year old daughter,
who lor nearly two yours has been lame and deprived of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered
that she can walk on crutches and Is steadily im-

GRAND RAPIDS MICH

Ordinance No.

BEEUWKSS.

pleasure to inform you, that my wife, who
has been confined to her sickbed for 22 years, has
so tar recoveredher health and strength that she
Is enabled to enjoy her out-doorwalk? regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Bosisio three
weeks. This improvement is steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a further cure.

MERCHANT TAILOR

18, of

F.

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.

I. P.

amending Sec. 8 and

1877.

It is a

I.

MRS.

MARY

J.

SHOOTER.

It is with pleasure that I make this statementir.
regard to a serious illness from which I have Just
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to he con
fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Fremont to attend me; my case being im uncommon difficultone, I got no encouragement from
him.— I then culled a second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouraged me to such an extent
that I was driven into lit*. At last I called Dr.
Bosisio, who relieved me of the child and all paiu
and danger; to him I owe my sinceje thanks.

ANGELINE TROYLEY.
Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1870.
I had been sufferingftom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time hut derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Bosisio nve (lavs,

and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
medicine,I am fueling perfectly cured, slid gratefully recommendhim to all persons sufferingwith
catarrh.

MISS ALICE

ROWE.

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured In
two week* by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosiiio’s
pencil branch medicine.

HANS HANSEN.
four years. Have
the best doctors In the state and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Bosisio, and
in three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five year* with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physicians, hut lonnd no relief.
Was cmed in live weeks by Dr. Bosisto.

Had lung disease anddropsv for

tried

Years respectfully,

JOHN BALDWIN.

Family.

the United Statu.

2fi,

After many efforts In the course of the last three
years, with several physicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, we callc in the services of Dr. Bosisio, who
cured my daughter's eyes iu two weeks.

Attest:

in

writ

Hcher Walsh, Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher,
New Baltimore. 3. A. R. Foster. Otsego. 4. Chas.
W. Johnson, Holly. 5. J. K. &S. McKinley,Nile*.
6. J. F. Hofman, Uubbardsou. 7. E. S. Dunham,
Grandvlllj, Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veltch, May P o..
Tuscola Co. 9. Kerkwood Bros., Isphcmmg. L.
8. 10. Louis Meyei, No. 519 12th s(., cor. Galena
Milwaukee,
’

Publication.

W

by

Price, §5

1.

NATIONAL STANDARD,

.

D.

00002,

Mortgagee*.

/

he sent C. O.

For Sale at the Following

Ml FIMmO

w

McBkide,

will

per do*., $3 per half doz. Not less than a half doz.

having been made in the conditions
\.J of payment (of the third instalment)of a
culation,by omitting to issue new prints,
certain indenture of mortgage,dated on the eighth
disclosesthe need of such a currency in
(8th) day of May, A. I). 1874, made and executed
by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
this country. Newspaper publishers in
day
the
fourth
day
of
June,
in
the
year
Holland, County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, of
of such foreclosure and sale in case proceeding*
one
thousand
eight
hnt.dred
and
seventv-seven.
the first part. Gijshrecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
the West, and other people w ho send or shall be taken to foreclose the same, and, no suit
Present:
Samcel
L.
Tate,
Judge
of
Urobate.
County
of Allegan, and State of Michigan,of the
at Law or in Chancery having been instituted to
receive small remittances, complain of the
recover said debt or any part thereof. Xow ThmIn the matter of the estate of Josephine L. second part, and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds in and tor the County of Ottawa and
scarcity of the $1 and $2 greenbacks. In fore, notice is hereby given that by virtue of the Boyes, deceased.
State of Michigan, on the eleventh (! Ith) day of
power of sale contained in said mortgage,and of
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified, May. A. D. 1874. at two o’clock in the afternoon«»l
no other civilizedcountry does the sum the statute in such case made and provided, the of James G. Boyes, representingthat said Josesaid day in Liber “Y” of mortgages on page five
total of small remittancesequal that of said mortgage will be foreclosed,by a sale cf the phine L. Boyes lately died in said County of Otta- hundred and thirty-five(585) which third instalmortgaged premises, or so much thereofa* Is wa intestate,leaving estate in said County of Ot
America. The newspaper business is still necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said lawa to he administered, and prayingamong other ment of said indenture of mortgage was ou tie
mortgage,for principal and interest,said attorney things, for the appointment of himself as adminis- fifth (5) day of March, A. I). 1875. duly assigned by
said Gijshrecht Stein to I. O. Hoffman,of Allegan,
largelyconducted by subscriptions throueli fee, and the costs and expenses of foreclosure anil
trator thereof. Thereuponit is ordered, that Michigan, said assignment was recorded fit the
the mail, although to a diminishingdegree, sale allowed by law. at public autlon or vendue to Tuesday the third day of July next, at one office of the Register of Deeds in and for
the highest bidder, on the 18th DAT OF SEPTEHBBB, o’clock in the afternoon, be assigned for the
the news companies and private effort A. D. 1877. at 1 o'clock in the afternoon of said hearing of said petition and that the heirs at law the Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
on the third I8d] day of May, A. I)., 1877, atone
day, at the front door of the Countv Court House,
steadily encroaching on the mail distribu- iu the City of Grand Haven, in said Countv of Ot- of the s.id deceased,and all other persons in- (l) o'clock in the afternoon of said day, iu
terested In said estate, are requiredto appear Liber “4.’’ of Mortgages, on page two 'huntion. The book business is largely con-, tawa and State of Michigan,that being the place at a session of said Court, then to be holden at dred and ninety eight, t2W). And whereas,
for holding the Circuit Court tor said County. The the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said
ducted by mail, and small parcels in var- said mortgaged premises to he sold are described County, and show cause, If any there he, why the there is now claimed to he due, and unpaid at this
date, on said third installment of Said indenture of
in said mortgage us follows, to wit: Ail of that
ious branches of merchandise are con- certain piece or parcel of land being situatedin prayer of the petitioner should not he granted: Mortgage, the sum of one hundred and seventeen
And it is further ordered, that said petitioner give and 42-100 dollars,(8117 42-100,) for principal and
stantly passing to and fro and being re- the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, notice to the persons interested in said estate, of
known and describedas follows, viz: The south- the pendency of sold petition and the hearing interest. And. whereas, the said indenture of
mitted for. The fractional currency was east quarter of the north-east quarter of section thereof by causinga copy of this order to he pub- Mortgagecontains a condition that ns often ns any
proceeding is taken to foreclose the same by virtue
twenty-three [-£1) in township five [51 north of range
handy for this purpose, but can be dispensed fifteen [IS] west, excepting the Village of New lished In the “Holland City News,’’ a newspaper of the power of sale therein contained,the sum
printedand circulated in said County of Ottawa, of twenty (20) dollars sha’.l be paid by the party of
with. The American paper dollar, how- Groningen and the Tannery property so-called, for three successive weeks previous to said day of the first part to the party of the second part ns a
conveyed by Albert Borgers and Albert Nljmeijer. hearing.
reasonable attorney’* or solicitor’sfee, and all the
ever, is indispensable for this purpose, to agents, to August Jansen, by Deed, executedSepA true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and
14th, 1852. containing by computation
an extent to which it is not needed in tember
sale in case proceedings shall be taken to forclose
twenty-three acres of laud more or less.
17-4
Judge of Probate.
the sumo, and no suit at law or chancery having
Guand Haves. Mich.. June 19th, 1817.
France or England.
cannot say
been Instituted to recover said debt or any part
HENDRIK LANNINO. and
thereof.AW. therefore, notice it hereby given, that
whether our habitual indulgencein paper
ALBERT KIDDEKING.
of
by virtue of the power of sale containediu said
Mortgage*.
money has encouraged the remittance sys- Geo. \\ .
OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for mortgage and of the statute In such case made and
Attorney for
UMSw STATE
the Connty of Ottawa, in Chancery, At a ses- provided, the said mortgage will he foreclosed by a
tem, or vice versa, but it is undeniable
sion of said court, held at the Court House in sale of the mortgaged premises, or so ranch therethe City of Grand Haven. In said conntv. on the of as is necessary to satisfy the amount due on
that a currency of small remittancesmust
2nd day of June, A. D. 1877. Present, Hon. Dun said mortgage for principal ami interestof said Inbe provided for popular use in this counJ. Arnold, Circuit Judge. Sarah E. Wilson,Com- stallment, said uttornev's fee, and the legal costs
plainant rt. James C. Wilson, Defendant.
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed bv
try. In the anxiety to bullionize the counUpon
^
due proof by uiiiuuiii,
affidavit,that •rniurn
James C. law, at puhllcanctionorvendue,
to the highest bidtry, a postal currency for remittances may
Wilson,the defendantin the above entitled cause, lirr on the Ttudhm day of September, A. 7). 1877. at
pending in this court, reside® out of the said State one o’clock in the after noon ot said day. at the front
be devised, but every efiort to convert the
of Michigan,and In Canada, on motion of William doftrof the Connty Court House, In the City of
N. Anger. Solicitorfor Complainant,Ordered, that Grand Haven, In said County of Ottawa,and State
post-officeinto an (exchange bank necesthe said defendant do appear and answer ths hill of Michigan, that being the place for holding the
sitates a fee to offset the cost of the added
of complaintfiled in said cauie. by I he Eighteenth Circuit Court for said County; Said mortgaged
day gf September, A. D. 1877, else the said bill of premise*to be sold arc described in said mortgage
clerical labor. The postal money-order
complaintshall he taken as confessed by him; and as follows, to wit: AM that certainpiece or parfurther that this order be published, within twenty cel of land, situate in the City of Holland, in the
and the registrationof letters require a fee
3003 EN32AVIH3S;ISiO PA0E3 WABTO.
days from its date, In the Holland City News, a County ofUttnwa,and State of Michigan, and deof 10 cents to sustain the cost of the added
printed and published In said County of scribed as follows, to wit; Lot numbered five (5)
Colored Plates. newspaper
< Mtawa. and be published therein once in each week,
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (I) In
clerk hire.
A
library in itself. f r six weeks in succession; such publication, ho-, Block fifty eight (58) in the village,(now city) of
ever, shall not he necessary, In case a copy of this Holland, in the County of Ottawa,and State of
in a
order he served on the said defendant personally, Michigan, accordingto the recorded map of the
The followingare the items of interest
J3r*Now
contains
twentj-ftve per cent more at least twenty days before the time herein pre- same.
taken from the minutes of the sessiou of
scribed for his’ appearance,
matter than any other one volume English DictionDated, Holland, Michigan,June 8th, A. D. 1877.
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
the Common Council on Wednesday even- ary publiabedin this countryor Groat Britain.
ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Attignte.
Examined, countersigned
and entered by mu.
ing:
A
A. A. Tbaot, Ueoitler.
Howard £ McBride, AtCytfor At signer.
A true Copy of the original,on file In said cause.
The sale Is 23 times as great us the sale of any
The Commitlee on Streets and Bridges other
Altaed A. Tbact, Register.
large Dictionary.
More than 33.833 copies have been placed in the
are instructedto examine the bridge on
pnbllc schools ot the United States.
Ninth street, near Cappon’s tannery, and
Reccommendedby 28 State Superintendentsof
make an estimate as to what the expense Schools.
Warmly reccommended by Bancroft. Pres
will be to repair the same, and report ac- cotl. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, Ualleck,Whittier,
Has removed his business to
Willie.
Saxe, Elihn Burritt,Daniel WeMer,
cordingly at the next meeting of the
CLARE & GOODRIOE, Proprietors.
Rufus Choate,II. Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann.
Council.
PresidentsWoolser, Wayland, Hopkins,'Nott,
Walker, Anderson, [more than fifty College PresiThe amount recommended by the Di- dents In all,) and the best American and Enropoan
70 Monroe Street.
Havin
dn^rente^d the machine shop]and power, owned
rectoi of the Poor and the Com. on Poor scholars.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and ens“Indispensableto every student of the English
preparedto repair all kinds of 0
tomers that requireanythingIn the clothing line
tor the two weeks ending July 4th, is j^ttgiago.
VhUf
We make, cat and trim to order anything in our
$75.50.
line according to the latest styles,and for the low
Xuliifinj, Siitioiiff ui
Eiginti, eat possible prices.
An ordinancewas introducedand passed The HlqhtMtAuthority in Great Britainat mil at

We

It

sold to any one.

LJ

Probate Order.

older if they have It not on hand; or

will

points of small bodies of American troops,

more than half

Hcarburn,Catarrh. Fevers, etc.

This remedy can lie procured from drnggists. who

Dated, Holland, Mich., June 9th, A. D. 1877.

the whole

boundary between Mexico and Texas.

Com-

plaint,Diseases of the Lungs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,

Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1876.
I have been troubled with catarrhiu its worst
form* for about six years. I have tried different
j'hysieiunsand patent medicines,but derived no
oeneflt. After taking five bottles of Dr. Boslslo’j
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am as
well as ever.

MIKE O’BRIEN.
Had a running sore for three years; cured In nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio'*peach branch medicine.

l.Vjlson.
Had sore eves 12 years: employed a great many
physicians,but received no benefit. I)r. Bosisio
cured me iu one month.

JENNIE SNIDER.
Bio Rapids, Sept 28, 1878.
This Is to certify that I have been aick for the
past five years, having tried twelve ot the beat doctors in the State, but they could do uethlng for me.
I commenced nnder the treatment of Dr. Boeisio,
an Italian physician,last week, and in twelve
hours got up and left my bed. Respectfully,

MRS.

H.

HAHN.

have been troubled with sore eyes and dyspepsia for the past five years. Have tried several
doctor* hot have fonnd no relief. I procured
Dr. Bosisio and after taking one bottle of hia
peach branch medicine I feel perfectly well.
I

WILLIAM bTOWE.

CONSULTATION FREE,
•

No. 20, Ninth Street,

Residence of A. Westveer.

The

is

steady at lOo^g.

news by

telegraph is, that

John

than at first estimated.

a ten-

entirely devoured by crows.

Ten members of

the murderous society

known

as “Mollie Maguires”

of miners

were hanged in Pennsylvania
Mr. Hitchkock retires from the Grand day last.
Haven New+Journal,and Mr. John G.
Shake!

We

on

Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the

L-A-RCxEST

of Customs at Richmond, Va.

A dispatch reached

Thurs-

this city

on Thurs-

And

day morning stating that about half of the
town of Hartford, in

hear that the people

this State, was

respective places.

lion feet of logs.

funeral of the Queen of the Nether-

under the name of Harmony Lodge No.
The 12, United Sons of Industry. Its main

Wednesday last.
Orange, representatives of for- object is to promote the
courts, and an immense concourse of country.

lands took place on
prince of

industries of the

The

1Mtw
IN

this rate' of

people attended.

Mu. Frank

The notorious Robert Toombs, of Georwas in town this week to advertisethe
gia, recently made a speech at Hot
teetoltalismon Friday evening of last week same. Mr. Fitch made a complete canSprings, Arkansas, where he is staying.
at Kenyon’s Hall. He had a good audi- vass of the town and every business place
He indorses Hayes fully, and says he “is
ence, consideringthe wet weather of that suppliedwith a pamphlet describing the
the first man in forty years who had carcontentsof the museum.
evening.
ried out pledges made before the election.’
a

Another

proof of prosperityand steadily

increasing business we

may

mention that

Indian war has broke out

n

A horrible accident occurred

little further west than the late unpleasant-

at

DEALERS

Dry

ness, viz: in

Several men,

trade, go

I3NT

Goods,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

Clothing,

Groceries,

Crockery,

Mus-

RIVER STREET,

&

Flour

Stoneware,

on Tuesday afternoon.

woman,
While a youth named Rob’t Sickenge,a
handsome new safe in his store. The safe and children have been butchered by the
Hollander, aged 14 years, was at work
is perfectly fire proof, and a burglar Indians, the regular troops were defeated
feeding a refuse-burnerat W. H. Bigelow
would stand a poor show without being and General Howard has telegraphedfor
& Co’s mill, accidentally fell into the trapinitiated.
reinforcements. Exciting news is hourly
door of the burner, and before he could
Mr. E. J. Harrington has put a large and

Idaho.

kegon, Mich.,

sec a well assorted stock

DTJURSEMA& KOFFERS,

Anatomy,

for this County, addressed the public on

As

to

government property

was not disturbed.

Fitch, of Chicago, traveling

agent for Davieson’sMuseum of

Geo. W. McBhidk, prosecuting attorney

Adams. The

VERY LOW.

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

Tuesday night and

about $15.00 taken from the cigar case of
C. H.

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

If you wish

post-officein Allegan, was burg-

lariously entered on

STRAW

HATS, CAPS and

On Friday night of last week another speed to the general public is that it can't
be short-handed.
secret society was organized in tills city

---

---

minute. The advantage of

a

best assorted Stock of

burned

The log drive from Rogue river is all
during the night.
and the logs delivered to owners at
the city of Grand Rapids and Grand HaGeorge Francis Train lectures this time
of North Holven. The drive containedforty-two mil- at the rate of two hundred and fifty words
at their

STREET.

NO- S3

sou of the late Presibeen appointed Inspecter

Tyler, Jr.,

out

public 4th of July celebrations

eign

from

office.

land, Ovcrisel and Coopersville, will have

The

ninety-fivelive cattle

its last trip.

dent Tyler, has

acre lot of corn, in Noordeioos, has been

Lee assumes full sway over his

Boston on

the loss in the St. Johns fire will be larger

)

second plaining of

first and

latest

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

steamship Iberian took out one

hundred and

The
Gold

The

Senator Ferry is slowly recovering.

lotting o.

Feed,

Provisions, etc

- - - HOLLAND, MICH

-

We

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

expectedat headquarters.

invite the Public to

be taken out, was burned to a crisp.
The shipment of staves from the factory of E. Van Der Veen & Co. continues
The Council of Hope College has inThe picnic of the First Church Sabbath
with unabated rush. This week one of augurated a scries of sermons on a broad
school wad well attended.The largest
our schooners was loaded
hours. educational basis to be severally delivered
part of them went to the mouth of Black
This factory is also furnishing headings to on the Sabbaths of the successiveComLake, and had a pleasant ride down and
the Butter Tub Manufacturing Company, mencement weeks. By appointmentof
up, and another party went to Van Duren's
all of which is n good sign of business.
Council, the first sermon of the series will
Grove and enjoyed themselves without
Everything iu the line of
be preached by Rev. Dr. Phelps, in the
coming in contact with .dangerouswater.
The strawberry and ice cream festival
the highest market prices.
First Reformed Church, next Sabbath eveThe children enjoyed it immensely, and
on Wednesday night, was a decided sucning, June 24th.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
the whole affair terminatedhappily.

in

WAHSTTEID.
Produce will be receive and at

cess. Tiie capaciousreading room of the

The

Reform Club was well filled with the lovers

rhetorical exercises

class, will take place

of the berry, and the well wishers of the

of

“A”

the

European

in Hope College

dispatches report a battle in

NEW

progress near Ostrok, ever since Sunday,

FIRM!

encouraging for the treasury chapel on Monday evening, the 2.>th inst.,
the Turks not being able to gain a foot
P. M. The Alumni will meet at the
of the Club, to find their first festival so
from the brave Montenegrins.The strugsame place and hour on the following day,
gle is described as very desperate. In
and the General Commencement exercises
Johnny Dk Bob, employed by Messrs.*' will take place in the First Church, on Asiatic Turkey the Russiansseem to have
won a battle in the open field near DelibaJos’.in & Breyman,- accidentally shot him- 1 Wednesday evening, at 7}£ P. M.
Having Hiicccedcd the late Ann of 0. Van Patten
A genba, completely routing the Turks under k Co., at the name eland and In the earne huHineae
pelf through the left hand on Saturday eral invitation is extended,
wldhea to advertise through the columns of the
the command of Maheraet, who fell dur- News hia Ptock of
last, the ball entering the inside of th^/

Club.

It is

at

remunerative. ^

\

Mu. Chas. Richards, the sawyer in Pfanily it did nut break any bones- or sever stiehl & Van Kooi’s shingle mill had the
any muscles, and it is hoped that the hand hard luck of getting his left hand in the
saw on Saturday last, and the three forewill not be permanently injured.

ing the battle.

fingers were almost taken off and terribly
If the editor of De Hollander doubts our

printing of the News,

we

mangled. He was taken to Dr. Morris’
otlicc, who fixed them up and sowed the

kindly invite

in,

The color line

is

railroadwar

over again,

Etc., Etc. If

chain and masonic pin were taken, and

^frn18^

to-morrow. The afternoonmail from at Van Laodegcnds the burglars contented
Chicago will arrive about one hour later, themselveswith taking ten cents from the Fqucst of

^

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

Holt, and, Aug. 2, 1870.

who may

nny minor on

ets.

Dinner 25

Sapper 25

ets.

ots.

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

o

tered into

liquor to minors arc druggists,

-- --CALL AND SEE.

to

|J/

consc-

you want a square meal go
and try themv;

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
he relied upon.

Parents who may have occasion

Spring Chickens on Hand.

PRICES ARE LOW.

time table again, which will go into effect

In

Rapids.

The GoodsjireJirst-class.Breakfast 25

quence our local roads have changed their

they proceed at their old gait.

lar

Crockery,
Flour <fc Feed.

and the whites divided into two parties,
one of which put up a ticket composed
entirely of whites, and the other one of

their children for liquor for medicVan Landegendwere burglariously enon Wednesday night, imme- inal use, should remember the following
diately after the thunder squall of that provisionsof the new law: “The only
night. At Mr. Myricks a gold watch and parties allowed in any way to deliver

is

been taken off, and
nd nof

and remains the pojmEating House of Grand

is

Groceries,

tion was held in Vermillionville last week,

Tire nnuses of Messrs. J. Myrick and

The

This

j

give way in Louisiana. A municipalelec-

trects,

GRAND RAPIDS.

Hats it Caps,

already beginning to

“just a little bit?”

fast trains have

Corner Monroe an d Ionia

Dry Goods,

any Friday, and then he can see pieces together, hoping to save the fingers,
us do it. If he cannot sec it then, we will but the fingers will undoubtedly be partly whites and blacks. The white voters were
provide him with a pair of spectacles. still— if saved. Mr. Richards bore up un- almost evenly divided,and the election
But, Mr. Editor— while you are a member der the ordeal, better than some bystand- was decided by the negroes, who, oddly
of tlm Board of Education, would it not ers, who had to take a sudden leave, or enough, gave a majority for the straight
become you to correct your phraseology, fain! at Vhe sight of the ghastly wounds. ^ white ticket.
him

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Van Putten.

Gr.

hand and coming out on the back. Luck-

CROSBY’S

ANNIS & BROEK,

Drs.

Meals got uptoorder any time,

and satisfaction guaranteed.

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.
1-3B

written

parent or guardian, or the pre-

and departone hour later for Grand Rapids. oldest boys’ pantaloons

The mixed
leave

Grand Rapids will
about 15 minutes later. Corrected
train to

time table will appear in our next issue.

and a loaf^f 8cr*Pllonof a physician. It maybe obTTTnwgfmable talned once on,y on each prescription,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
to suppose that something, prevented them a,1(1 physician making it must not be
from finishing their work at Van Lande the proprietor or member of the firm of Opp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
bread out

of

the pantry.

genn’s, and quite a number of fresh tracks proprietors of the drug store.” This law*
A heavy thunder squall passed over this
DEALERS IN
were plainly visible fr.np the gate to the is very strict and binding on all Druggists
city Wednesday night, accompanied by
house, after the heavy ruin in the loose who sell liquor, either with or without a Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
considerablerain. The house of Mr. H.
sand, as it lies at present, and those tracks city license.
De Vries, on 7th street, was struck by the
and Fancy Articles.
were carefullymeasured. \
lightning in a very peculiar manner. Not
A little bright eyed three-yearold was
the slightesttrace is to be found of

its

trance into the dwelling, and still its

be seen in

is plainly to

ing

down

en-

work

the cellar— sliver-

two of the cellar posts to the

ground, and breaking

some

fruit cans.

news for many membera seated in his high chair at the dinner taReformed (Dutch) Church in thisl ble. Mamma had placed him snugly up
State, and more especially in this colony, to the table, pinned on his bib, and sueIt will be sad

of the

that the TheologicalDepartment of

damage was

Our

very slight.

ly be

Italian organ-grinder,who don't

ceeded in geting the little mischievous

It will

backward and althoughjt may be a financial necessity,

we

[his was in progress our little
i

have yet to bear of a

know enough about medicine to keep his
good excuse from the rich descendantsof
medicine in a bottle, so that he had to
our forefathers down East, why they will
have tin cannisters made to keep it from
not put their hands in their pockets and
exploding,is out with a card in the Dutch
help this institution as an outgrowth
t of
papers against us, which is so full of false-

hood and

clothed in such disreputable

language that it
on the title M.

reflects with great cr«irt(?)

D.

It

sounds more

like

outpouring of an Italian brigand,who
caped from

a

dungeon. Whether

he

the
es-

a

College is of the East.
say,

which will satisfy the
public and us. In the meantime it will
court of law,

be well for cur friends abroad, especially

It

one
eemed

own

to

him were

eneflt of the

T

A runaway occurredon Thursday
Cost the life of one

last,

A late

So, scarce*

“A men,” he held out
plate in both hands, saying,

my

dispatch says:

A

plute, too.”—

terrible fire

city of St. Johns,

N.

man, on Wednescay afternoonand night.

B.,

and by from the northwest. Lumber yards were
in Allegan, where he intends to locate some fault of the traces the horses got
burned, aud the flames extended to the
next, according to the Allegan Democrat
unruly and started down 8th street, at full shipping, and burned many schoonersand
of the 20th, to keep aloof from such a
speed. Mr. Siersema hung on to the larger vessels.Several lives are known to
character, if they value their pocket-books.
lines like a hero. By a slight collision be lost, and a great many are missing.
It don’t surprise us iu the least that he haa
with a heavy wagou the rear part of his The scene is terrific. Thousands of peoto leave now, from here, under similar wagon was left in front of Kroon’s hardple wander about homeless. The loss is
circumstaucesas he loft Fremont Centre, ware store. The box, however, remained
estimated at from ten to fifteen millions.
for we were eye-witnesses to his manageon the front wheels, and Mr. Siersema, Most of the provisionsof the city are
ment here, which was extravagant in the into it holding on to the lines for dear life.
burned, and starvation must ensue unless
extreme, and collapsed just like his medi- The horses turned down River street and
aid is forthcoming immediately. The gascines— burst every bottle. In reply to our upset the remainder of the wagon while
works were burned, leaving the city in
friends, who asked us, “how is it you keep
turning, and immediately after that the utter darkness. The telegraph wires were
Tfis advertisementin”— we say, the pay for
horses were stopped. The man had a all down, so that particulars cannot yet be
that Is guaranteed by good parlies. Ta, ta! narrow escape, but was unhurt. The only
ascertained. We will give the particulars
doctor, sling your monkey on your shoul- damages were a broken wagon.
in our next issue.
der and pass on to the next town.

new

stock of choice cigars Just received, some of which are new brands and
veiy good. Call at

A

• G. J. A.

PESSINK.

mill,

Wr are prepared to furnish parties or Come and see our newly fined up iceany one person ice-cream at wholesale cream parlor, and see if it don’t beat anyprlcts, as low as any other dealer, and we tb<n>r in the city as well as the ice cream
will guaranteea better ice-cream.
G. J. A.

PESSINK.

'

—

O'
*+

Makes Custom Work a

and cake.
G. J. A.

NO.

22

Specialty.

RIVER SJREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan
The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to competo with any house in the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice varfetyol
Ladies and Children shoes and gaitera.

D R

hort Notice*
W. & H. ELFEKDINK.

St-lT

BOOTS & SHOES

K.

VAN RAALTE.

Meat Market.
No. 76, Eighth St.

Repairing neatly done and at

All

least. Mr. A. Siersema a farmer resid- the printing offices, hotels, banks, etc.,
ing in North Holland, was coming down were consumed. A bard blow prevailed
from Mr. Geerling& Co’s

ELFERDINK’S

it

at

hill

H.

f-

put there to get the

solemn ceremony.

swept through the

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

little plate, were

y waiting for the

/[jis own

Boots and Shoes

chubby made

pile at “papa’s place,” and as

venture
5 to r Please, papa, pray on
that if Dr. Van Raaltc had lived
[Christian at Work.

which might have

W. &

was that all the plates on

We

would not have been done.

owes

us money or not we shall endeavor to prove
in

the church iu the West, as well as Rutgers
»ers’

discovery.

he table, except his

IN

We Invite our friends and the public generiHy to
give us u share of their patronage.
Of the neatcit style* and best qualitieswhich I
t.e:anni8,m.d.
offer cheaper than anybody else.

undoubted- father proceededto ask the blessing. While

looked upon by the masses as a step

DEALER

Prescriptions carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Onr stock Is all flrat-clasa, and
we offer It to the public cheap for caah.

College has been temporarily transferred hands quiet and making him “hush” when

Besides frighteningthe family terribly, by the General Synod.
the

Hope

U.K.IAMAIITI

This Meat Market la in Sinker’s Btore. two doors
East of L. T. Kantcrs’ Book Store. We keep on
hand a choice assortment of fresh meats, and also
keep

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to that line of
buslnesa. Fall Weights and good quality is oar

HEROLD,

E.

standing rale.

Come and Give us

Eighth Street, City of Holland.
Holland, Feb.

Ladies,

Misses Wear.

AppriNo muD.y

T AM

line for the

_

__

_

:

_

Winter trade. A

1. 1876.

required VA&’lajjDIIGKND,

Holland, April 19*

:o:-

Holland, Jan.

24, 1877.

A a Acrs Fruit Farm containing somettObearlne
grape vines, 1W
100 uurraui
Currant bashes;
oaanes; nirawDerrle*
Strawberries;
;

Youth and

PESSINK.

Trial

FOR SALE.

Gents,

F.'.ll

a

JOHN VAN DIN BERG.

TUG FOR SALE.

authorised to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable terms. ____ Inquire of

Holland, b

.

“Gem

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland, Mich.

WHILE THE RODIN

SINGS.

and hostess on a twilight walk along the
exquisite wooded shore near which the
cottage was situated — a line of rugged,
The red-brewt warble* in the leafletbranchea,
picturesque • land, where' rocks, and
the rtrut ghy uparrow trie* hi* tender trilla.
And May. her girdle full of pallid blowwina,
bowlders, and fringy cedars made quite a
Traiit! slow her faint-greenrobe* aero** the hill*.
battle for prodominance,yet mingled
their wild elements in one wilder sort of
And we rejoice ; not with light word* and laughter
We watch the eoft relentingof the aky,
harmony beautiful beyond Expression.
But with a touch of vague, unspoken heart-ache,
“ We mqet show Eliinor the armWe suy ** the npring has com#’’— and smile— and
*i#b.
ehair, Anthony,” Mrs. Stanley remarked,
as the party stood on a low cliff overYet we ate glad. How is it that our gladnes*
hanging the waters beneath, bathed just
Is thus sedate, and calm, and well controlledT
Is it that toy no longer crave* eipreadon,
then in the soft purple of sunset. “ It’s
Or can ft be that we are growingold ?
only about a yard from where we now
BY ELIZADBTH AKF.BK ALLEX.

Have we so changed ? Are sense and spirit duller
Than when our happy heart* made louder mirth !*
Has it grown less, our fond and quick perception
O: all the lovelymoods of sky and earth ?
Once we exulted in the morning's crimson,
Iho evening’s purple, and the sunset’s gold

;

And every gleam and cloud brought added rapture,
Ere we had thought or dreamed of growing old.
still

No— while our nearness to

The arm-choirI” Miss Erskine said,
surprised tones. What can you pos-

great All-mother
Preserves us humble, pure and tender-souled,
She gives us of her deathlessyouth and freshness,
And those who love her never can grow old.
the

The years may check or still our lighterlaughter,
And hush our hearts with chidiugs manifold.
And spring may come and go, and And and leave us
Sobered, perhaps, but surely not grown old !
—Scribner /or June.

BIANCA.
“Well, Bianca, darling, I’m glad this
cousin ot yours is coming to Oakwold.”

“Why, Anthony?”
“Because you need

society, and that
of Eastbury is rather too orthodox and
primitive for your tastes. As for my
own, my medical labors have become no
longer a sinecure since old Doctor Parton’s death, and you see very little of
me during the daytime, just at present,”
“ Indeed, that is true, Anthony ;” and
beautiful Bianca Stanley clasped those
graceful arms of hers very lovingly
about her young husband’s neck. “ I
miss you more than words can tell, sometimes. You remember what pleasant
mornings we used to spend during May
— the first month after our arrival at
Oakwold ? You read me those charming
‘ Idyls of the King, and it was all so
delicious ; and now

“i^ow I ftm a mau of leisure no lonAnthony Stanley interrupted, “ but
one of the busiest doctors in all the
county, iierhaps. But, Bianca, I want
to ask you a few questions about this
cousin. Do you exactly relish the idea
ger,”

of her coming here to pav for her board ?
I confess, candidly, that I do not”

“Good-by !” she answered, smiling;
and then their hands met.
Just at this moment, in the little surgery at the rear of the cottage, there stood
a white-faced,wild-eyed woman, searching for something among the array of
bottles on a certain shelf. That which
she come to seek was found presently,
and she clutched it with a fierce,eager
grasp, hurrying, a moment later, from
the apartment.

* * * * * *

“

in
‘ ‘
sibly mean, Bianca?”

“ A perfect arm-chair,”was the reply,
"carved
“ carved out of rock by that slow old
sculptor yonder, the sen. Antliou
Anthony and
it about ft
a month ago.
I discoveredit
They reached the spot presently, and
found the curiosityBianca had mentioned— a mass of rock, so worn by the
immemorialaction of the waves below it
ns to bear an exact resemblance, legs
omitted,to an exceedingly comfortable,
commodious arm-chair.
“How delightful!” exclaimed Miss

*

“ What a lovely evening ! Your prophecy was a correct one, Doctor.”

“Yes,”
* “*>b,” Anthony

oldas he
T

Erskine, seating herself in this piece of
natural furniture. “I suppose you
come here often, Bianca— you and that
loving husband of yours?” with a glance
of the young lady’s hazel eyes in Doctor
Stanley’s direction.“There’s ample
room for two, by the way, isn’t there ?”
“ Oh, yes,” Bianca answered. “ We
do sit there now and then. Anthony
read me Tennyson’s ‘ Idyls’ in this spot
about a month ago.”
Mrs. Stanley’s remark served to turn
the conversation,during their homeward
walk, upon literary subjects ; and, if her
husband had not concluded that Miss
Erskine’s intellectwas fully equal to
her beauty, certain .clever words which
now fell from the lips of Bianca’scousin
must have assured him that such was the

*• Canker In the Bud."
\ou watch it* developmentwith expectant

Good-by 1”

are.”

ago.

our gratefulhearts leap up responsive
To the brave blue-bird,laughing at the cold ;
Our eyes note every tint of sky and ocean—
It cannot bo that we are growing old.
Jet

will be a very pleasant spot for such a
lovely evening as we are promised*

Stanley responded,
’

Erskiue strolled shoreWftf
8
steps. "Just
w»itdi the waters. They are a perfect
blaze of silver and crimson from here.
Have you thought over all that I said’
mi.ci ^is8

°Y’

,

Eliinor, last evening ? Are you prepared
to give me an
I mean?”

answer— about our

He was

ftiaht.

looking fixedly at her face;
but she avoided the glance.
There are some women who love to
stand upon the verge of moral precipices,
enjoying the danger, but feeling secure
enough, during its continuance,in their
own powers of equipoise. Eliinor
Erskine was such a woman. She had
gone to the utmost limits of a precipice
now, and had looked down upon the
perilous depths beneath her, and had
enjoyed the excitement of her dizzy position, and had maintained her coolheadeduess throughout It was time to
draw back. To have taken the leap, as
this man at her side had been urging her
to take, would have been an act of folly

PITTSBURGH MANUFACTURES AT

R WHOLESALE PRICES.

Bohcitudo—the choice, exquisitely-molded
bud,
which promises to unfold with the perfect dower.
You perhaps think how it will adorn the drawing-room vase, and anticipate the pleasureof
showing it to your flower-lovingfriends. But
some morning yon find its head drooping, its
fragrancefled and an ugly purple spot on one
of the delicately-twtod petals. It is the poet’s
"canker in the bud." How often the loath- Window Glass, Box 60 ft
Second. Third.
eomo canker blights the cherished "infant
6 by 8 to 10 by 1&
*2
75
$2 50
$2 23'
blossoms’’ in our household gardens-those
11 by 14 to 18 by 34
3 25
8 00
2 75
human buds which give earnest of a brilliant
18 by 23 to 30 by 30
4 00
8 75
3 60
15 by a> to 24 by 30
future. The noisome canker, so long con4 30
4 00
8 75
cealed— scrofula-at length reveals its dreaded
presence and to our bright hopes succeeds the
most agoujziug fear, for we know the fatal sequent portends— pulmonary consumption.It
is estimated by eminent medical authorities' der, Ranker's Draft or ReKiMoredLetter Reforanrs
6th NationalBank, Pittsbunili. Pa. Address
that at least one-fifth of mankind are afflicted
HKNKY II. VANCE, P. O. Bui aOsTpitUbarfh.
with this insidious malady. But its ravages are
so secret that even its victims are unaware of
its presence until it suddenly discloses itself in
some of its myriad and ofttimos fatal forms.
A slight cutaneous eruption is often the only
Aji3Lti-I*©xriocilo ,
indicator of its presence. The only means of
OR
exterminatingthis disease from the system is
by a thorough course of constitutional treat
meut This treatment must fulfillthree iudicatious,namely, promote nutrition, alter or
purify the blood, and arrest disorganization
of
the tissues and the formation of tubercles.
No more efficient alterative can bo emploved
for these purposes than Dr. Pierce’s Golden For All T>l*rnxeH ('mixed by Malarial
Poisoning of the Wood.
Medical Discovery. While imparting strength
and tone to the digestive organs it cleanses the
blood and heals the diseased tissues. Test its
virtues ere the deadly canker has blightedthe
G-. R.
eSc CO.,
life you prize.
JVV»r Orhaux, Prop's.
CTy FOR SALK BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
A Medicineof Many Uses.
^ ^ TT tj p | Are made In nH styles and of every
A mediciue which remedies dyspepsia,liver
• lla* description,from the llghteet.
complaint, constipation,debility, ‘intermittent
and remittent fevers, urinary and uterine finest and most elegant In use to the heaviest and
troubles,depurates the blood’, counteracts a strongest required for any kind of work; are un-
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FEVER

AGUE

TOTSTIO.

A Warranted Cure!
FINIiAY

I

tendency to rheumatism and gout, and relieves
nervousness,may be truly said to have many
uses. Such an article is Hostetler'sBitters,
one of the most reliable alteratives of a disorderly to a well-orderedstate of the system
ever prepared or sold. It has been over a
quarter of a century before the public, is inaltogether ridiculous.
dorsed by many eminent professorsof the
“I must disenchantthe infatuated bealiugart, and its merits have receivedrecreature,” she murmured to herself, “be- peated recognitions in .the columns of leading
fore we return to Oakwold.” Then American and foreign journals. It is highly
aloud, “I will give you
answer esteemed in every part of Uiis country,and is
extensively used m South America, Mexico, the
when we reach the arm-chair. Doctor British possessions and the West Indies. If its
fact.
Stanley.”
increase in public favor in the past is to be re“ I like her immensely,” he said to his
They reached it soon afterward.Its garded as a reliable criterion of its gain in
wife later that evening, when their guest
in coming years, it has indeed a
had retired. “ She is certainly a verv high back, carved from the living stone, popularity
splendidfuture before it.
rose up clear and distinctagainst the
brilliant woman. ”
“I’m so glad you think so,” was the evening sky.
Good Material Is Always Requisite
“Heaven help me, Eliinor, if that
pleased response. “ Eliinor is going to
to great results. You may have the best flour,

my

well ns mine, An- answer is not what I hope for!” be eggs. milk, shortening,however, and still have
whispered. “Be the passion sinful or poor bread, cake, pastrv, etc. Why ? You didn’t
thony, very delightful, I am sure.”
Before many days had passed, Bianca righteous, I have learned to love you. use Dooley'sYeast Powder. With this last
magic element to give order, harmony and
Stanley had cause to recollect her My God ! Bianca !”
union to the rest, the result is a mathematical
prophecy with regard to Eliinor He stood frozen with horror now, gaz- certainty. Try it, and be convinced.
Erskine. There seemed decided proba- ing within the recess of the rocky chair.
Rheumatism Ouiekly Cured.
bility of her making Anthony’ssummer Her face wearing the unmistakable
“Dnrang’sRheumatic Remedy,’’ the great
far more pleasant than his wife had stamp of death, her golden tresses
anticipated. Liking her cousin, Bianca floating upon the soft breeze, one livid Internal.Medicine, will positively cure anv case
began to tell herself, with an occasional hand clenching a small vial- shaped bot- of rheumatism on the face of the earth. Price,
$1 a bottle, six bottles, *5. Sold bv all drugpang of something very similar to tle, the , other pressed convulsively gists. Send for circularto Helphenstino A
against
her
bosom,
Bianca
Stanley
sat
jealousy,was a different matter from
Bentley,Druggists,Washington, D. C.
appearing almost fascinated by that within the granite arm-chair, upright,
ghastly, immovable.
Send SI, and fifteen cents for postage,
cousin’ssociety.
She had .told the secret of her agony at and get Uie Chicago Isdgtr for one year. The
” 01 course, the young wife mentally
confessed,“lam just the least bit jeal- last, and had told it in a voice of such ledger is the most successful, in fact the only
ous. Why should I not feel sc ? It’s terriblepower and meaning that they successful, literarypaper ever published in the
perfectly natural Anthony and I have who looked upon the awful rebuke of her West. The above price is merely nominal for
been leading snch a mutually devoted lifeless beauty must expiate their sin such a valuable paper. Address The lAdgtr
sort of existence ever since our marriage with lifelong repentance
Chicago, III

concord

i

strength and durability. They receded the high,
est written award at. the Centennial Exposition.
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Bianca laughed merrilv.
“Perhaps I ought to feel very much
For copv of “HANNAN PACIFIC HOMEashamed of our limited circumstances,
NTKAD,** n-ldress. Land ('ointnisxionert
K. P. ifir.. Satina, Kansas.
Anthony ; that’s the way to express
yourself elegantly, I believe, when you
want to say that you are not well off
Unrivsllfj (nr th,
but, somehow, I would just as lief the
[Toilrt
I iht Ilr.a.
No nrtiti,u! ml
whole world knew exactly how we are
dscrplOr odor, t„
oovrr coinm in an I
situated. Of course, Eliinor underdclrtcnn'i,Inirrr!!stands all about it. Not having seen me
cnti. Alter •un of
srirntitlr r«;>rriinrll*
since her return from France, she is
the niamifn -nirer ff .
B. T. JmMhWi /-Iw
anxious to spend a few weeks here at
Soap
f
Oakwold Cottage, and I am immensely that it annoys me to see him treat an____
and no*v.ifl
r-Mtln
now nff-n
l!i*
Information
worth thousands to those public The FINEST TOILET SOAP In the World.
anxious to have her. Accordingly, she other woman politely. Beyond a doubt,
Onljr iht I'MrFrt rtyrlaMt utl$ **2 m iU tnanv/aeiirt.
Lotteriesand the Mails.
out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous
proposes doing so, instead of accompa- he only means to be polite, nothing
A decision of Judge Blatckford in the sufferers. Facts for those who have been dosed,
boi, ronUlnln* 3 cske,of 6 uu. eacli, *ut fr.* iu .my *1nying her mother and sisters to Scar- more. I am very foolish, but I suppose District Court sustains the constitution- drugged, and quacked. Die new Health Jour- Sample
dreu on m-eint of IS cenU. Addrm
nal
teaches
all.
Gomes
fret.
Address,
Ekctric
the
folly
is
common
to
most
newly-marborough. She is not willing to make a
ality of the act of Congress excluding Quarterly,Cincinnati,O.
third member of our family, you know ried wives.”
from the United States mails letters or
At the end of another fortnight, howPond’s Extract for Pain.— You sel- A GREAT OFFER!!
circularsconcerninglotteries,gift con“Yes, yes, I understand. Well, Bi- ever, Bianca’s sight annoyance had as- certo, and similar enterprises.One dom see much allusion to it in the public
prints, yet its sale has extended to all parts
anca, you may take her payments for sumed a far different form. It had grown
Jackson, who is an agent for the Havana,
pin-money, if you choose. And now tell to be a terror. She believed that he was Kentucky, and other lotteries,was ar- of the world.
me something about your cousin. What in love with Eliinor Erskine.
Burnett’s Cocoaine allays irritation,
rested for violation of this law. As he
Resolutely proud, she suffered her
is she like ?”
was held to answer, his counsel,Judge removes dandruff,and invigorates the action of
“Like a very lovelv woman, An- agony— for agony it was, of the keenest Dittenhoefer,took out a writ of habeas the capillaries in the highest degree.
sort — to betray itself by no word or sign.
thony.”
corpus and brought him before Judge
If her treatmentof Eliinor Erskine
“ Handsome ?”
Send to 8. Taylor A Co., Chicago, for a price
Blatchford.The ground taken for his
showed faint traces of coldness she could
“Very.”
list. See advertisementin another column.
release waa that constitutionally ConMailed
not refrain from exhibiting now and then,
“Clever?”
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letter from the mails, whatever might he
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its contents. Judge Blatchford, howSeveral weeks wore away. Bianca’s
on onr 4. rand Combination
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ever, in his decision, took an entirely
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w
Prospectus, representing
all other women appear stupid and triv- life had become a torture now. She seloppositeview of the question,holding
dom joined in the conversationbetween
ial by contrast.”
that, as Congress had the power to estabdistinct
“Nonsense, Bianca. That simile of Anthony and her cousin; she seldom in- lish postoffices and post-roads,it had
wanted everywhere.The higgrst thing ever tried.
the schoolmistress was very poorly truded upon their frequent tete-a-teten. also a right to determine what it will and
b»Ie« made from this when ell sinalaRooks fsil. Also.
Some
women
would
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shown
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with your cousin. I abhor schoolmis- anguish in bitter upbraidings and pas- took nothing by his habeas corpus; and
tresses. Just hand me that bottle di- sionate accusations; Bianca held her was remanded to custody.
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ordering br mail.
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became tighter about his throat Final-

Montenegrin A|(ainiitTurk— The Hattlex at
Duga Pass— Terrible Slaughter of Turklrfi
Troop*.
The cable furnishesthe following details of the recent desperate attempt of

bear was, as the horse breaker styles

the Turkish troops under Sulieman
Pasha to force the famous Duga pass, in
Montenegro, and their disastrous repulse : After making his dispositions
with great care, and seizing several important positions in front of Krystaz and
at the immediate entrance of the Duga
JVpass, Sulieman Pasha advanced with
several battalions and mountain artillery
to force the defile held bv the Montene-

grins. There being only one
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One of the most noted charactersof
Washington, Gen. Charles Frederick

<>

S-$
^

tj i?

available

Henningsen, died at his residence in that
road, and that leading directly through city a few days ago. He was the natural
the Duga Pass, the Turks sought, by son of a British nobleman, and his varied
dint of sheer fighting, to seize the bends career as an adventurer has not been
of the road so as to place their guns in surpassed among the many that have
position to support the advance of the crowded Washingtonin the past century.
head of their column.
During his last days this noted man was
The ground was favorable for this reduced to most abject poverty. He was
plan of operations. For the first two a very remarkable-looking man. He
days the Montenegrins slowly retired was over six feet three inches in height.
before the well-deployed Turkish line, He always wore a black, close-fitting
until the narrowing of the ground and suit of clothes that had the appearance
the increasing difficultiesof the road of a half-military dress. Even down to
forced the Turks to reduce their front. his last days, when suffering, he could
Then the concentratedfire of the Monte- never bring himself down to ask for
negrins, delivered from every rock and charity. As he spoko all of the Contigully of the rugged mountain slopes, be- nental languages with the greatest fluengan to tell with frightfuleffect on the cy, his friends attempted to secure him
Turks. Amid a perfect hail-storm of a place as translator in the State Depaitbullets the brave Turkish infantry ment. Every attempt, however, failed.
struggled onward, encumbering the He died alone. He was of Scandinavian
road with their dead and wounded at extraction, born in England in 1815. At
every step. The guns posted before the age of 19 he went to Spain to espouse
Golia shelled the defile in advance, but the cause of Don Carlos, the grandfather
with little effect, as the Montenegrins of the present pretender to tbe Spanish
• were well covered and suffered only throne. His first service was as a Capwhen the Turks desperatelycharged on tain in the body-guard of Zumalacarrethem amid the rocks and brushwood.
qui. He was subsequently made Colonel,
The fightingon the third day was al- and in that capacity led a column
most hand to hand, the combatants firing against Madrid, capturing the outer forin each other’s faces at a few yards’ dis- tificationsof the city, and held them for
tance. But, although the Turks gained several hours, until notified that Don
ground slowly, it was at a terrible cost Carlos could send him no reinforcements.
in men. Their superior numbers en- He was once captured. After being libabled them to push up supports to take erated ho fought against Russia in the
the places of the slain, and it seemed as Caucasus. Returning to England, he
if the head of the Turkish column of at- wrote “Revelationsof Russia,” three
tack was melting away as before a fur- volumes, which was translated into
nace. Notwithstandingthe stubborn French. He afterward took part on the
bravery of Sulieman Pasha’s troops, the national side in the Hungarian war of
fourth day’s fighting found them no 1843-9. In 1855 he commanded a filinearer the key of the pass, and they had bustering expedition to Nicarauga,
already lost nearly 3,000 men. * Still where he joined Walker, who was afterthev endeavored to maintain possession ward shot; Gen. Henningsen, however,
of the ground they had gained at such a managed to make his escape, after havfearful cost. But the effort was hope- ing served with great gallantry. During
less. The hardy Montenegrins repulsed the late civil war in this country he
every attempt to advance, and it became served in the Confederate army as
now only a question of covering the re- Colonel,and frequently commanded the
treat of the exhausted column. This defenses of Richmond. After the war
was begun by a furious onslaught on the he took up his residencein Washington
Montenegrins by the troops furthest in and became interested in the cause of
advance, but which was quickly repulsed Cuba. His principal writings areby a murderous fire. The retreat now “ Twelve Months’ Campaign with Zurnabecame general, and the victorious lacarrequi,” “The Past and Future of
mountaineersspeedily followed the re- Hungary,” “The White Slave” (a novel),
tiring Turks, killing an immense num- “Eastern Europe,” “Sixty Years
ber, and reoccupying their former posi- Hence” (a novel of Russian life), and

,

^

“

In this prolonged and bloody combat,
lasting over five days, the Turks have
lost over 4,000 men and a quantity of
arms left on the field. The victorious
Montenegrins lost 700 men, ancTtke disproportion in casualties is due wholly to
the natural strength of their position
and to the necessary exposure of the
Turks during the attack and retreat.
Vesuvius Firing Up.
Vesuvius has every appearance of firing up for another eruption.Smoko is
constantlyissuing from the crater, and
occasionally in immense volumes, that
overspreadthe atmosphere like a sable
pall. The other day a dense black cloud
that had gathered about the crater was
suddenly driven over Pompeii. Ashes
and cinders fell in a thick shower, and
for a time it looked as if themidday darkness that attended the eruption which
overwhelmed Pompeii and Herculaneum
was to be renewed, and the partially disentombed city was to be buried up again.
I thought of the fate of Diomed’s family,
smothered to death in the wine cellar,
where they sought refuge. When the
cloud drifted over, the pavements of
Pompeii were covered with a thin layer
of hot volcanic ashes and minute scoriie.
I asked the director of excavationsif
Pompeii might not be covered up again.
“That depends on the duration of an
eruptionof Vesuvius,” he said, “and its
character. Should it break forth on the
eastern side of the mountain, eject
masses of scoriie, volcanic ashes, and
showers of boiling water, the effect would
be as disastrous as in the 79th year
of the Christianera, when Herculaneum
was covered up by a strata of volcanic
matter sixty feet deep, and Pompeii and
Stabia anil other cities were entombed
beneath heaps of mud and volcanic deposits. ” Vesuvius is the most uncertain
of volcanoes.Prior to A. D. 79, it had
slumbered for centuries. Since then it
has been more or less active, with spasmodic intervals of tremendous fury and
desolation. Pompeii is more than onehalf excavated, but much remains to be
done before this old Greek city will
again be entirely laid open to view within its walled circuit.— iVap/e# Cor. Philadelphia Pre**.
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Catching a Bear with a Lariat.
Mr. John Wilson, who lives on the
Colorado river, near Beasley’s, San Saba
county, killed last week a very large
brown bear. He was cow-hunting, and
had a revolver with three barrels loaded
when he came in sight of bruin. He
gave chase immediately, and with three
balls wounded him slightly. Having no
more ammunition,he had recourse to
hjs lariat. Many times did the beardetV* the rope from his neck before it
tightened mound it, when finally Wilson
checked the horse the instant the noose
was passing over the bear’$ head. A
quick jerk with the hand, a hard pulf
from the saddle pommel, as the trained
cow horse fell back on his haunches, and
the tierce beast was secured. 'Then commenced a series of plunges, snarls, angry
growls, and frantic efforts to sever the
lasso; but with each struggle the rope
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A London court decided uot long ago rbspepsia, dysentery, diarrhea, liver compUint and
that the editor of a newspaper or maga- paralysis, by having recourse to
zine is bound to return a rejected article Turnuit’s EffervescentSeltzer Aperient.

bugs, who are not only here, but apparently come to stay, the chances seam to
be that prices will be no better next winter and spring. It is said some of the
farmers nave plowed up their potato
fields and put in com. At the State
prison, where we snppase they use 2,000
bushels a year, the Warden has out down
his purchasesof that vegetable more
than half since the price rose to $1,50.
He is cultivating tomatoes for the prisoners as a substitute, and gives tnem
rice in place of potatoes. — - Hartford
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before it is demanded. A case of the
kind has lately been decided at Paris.
The director of a paper there received
the manuscript of a story, and gave a
receipt for it. After several months the
author asked for the insertionof his
work, its restitution,or compensation.
The director asserted that he gave up the
manuscript to a representativeof the
author who came to reclaim it, but does
not seem to have produced proof of this,
and added that the notice at the head of
his paper, to the effect that manuscript
would not be returned,was sufficient to
relieve him from all responsibility.The
Tribunal of Commerce of the Department of the Seine, looking to the fact
that the receipt of the article had been
acknowledged by tbe editor, gave the
author damages to the amount of §240.
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The court

witness as was a witness.—

H. Wijbhuijsen,

iu the Ellenton (S. C.) trial was convulsed

with laughterby the quaint

of

talk

Goto

a sin-

HARRINGTON’S

E. J.

gular typo of African named Frederick

IlSMltCE

Jones. He was about 60 or 70 years of
more than five feet high, short. legged and straight-bodied.
He lived on
“tie hard scrabble road,” near House's
bridge; and on this Sunday was going to
age, not

Cheap* Cash
Store
—
— roii

meeting, for there were to be three funer-

preached. On his way he saw a cluster of men riding up and down the road
carrying guns. He got scared, and when
they happened to come close to him, he
ran, but they hemmed him in, and he was
captured and taken to Mr. Dickson Owens. Then he told his story about as follows: “Mr. Owens said, ‘Frederick!’I
said, ‘Sah ?’ He said, ‘what for you run?’
als

I’m scared.’ He

I said, ‘Cause

SHOES

‘Sah!” He says, ‘don’t you

know me?’

said, ‘Yes, sah, I do now;

No. 52, Eighth Street.

bui I was so scared I didn’t know nutfin.’

Den

he said, ‘How you voted?’ I said

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his flock and Jew
dry business, and Mr. Wijkhnijscnto the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public in
said, ‘You mus’ come to our compinion.’ absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tiful stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
[Moderate laughter.]He said, ‘You mus’ for sale cheap.

come to our compinion or we will
make you.’ Den he said hadn’t I seen
Col. Butler and his meu ? I said, ‘I dunno, sah; I seed three or four hundred
all

Holland, Mich.,
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Stallions, introduced altogether

arena; Capt. Costentenus, the won-

and vengeance; .Miss Hengler in her

dauntless, original double

manage act

wilh her two superb stallions, and Charles

W. Fish, the most renowned of bareback

We

equestrians.

you

H.

blinds,

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

will

do

don’t say go, for of course

that, but
—

-

we

— «•*.

--

do say,

FOR SALE.

educated

derfully tattooed illustration of barbaric
art

and

which are alone 50 cent shows, at

Trnkcne”

in the

go

early.

TnE

followingdescribed Lots in the Cltv of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices:
Lot 9. Block P Lot 0. Block G. West Addition$17.1
each : Lot 18. Block 8. Lot «, Block 11. South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. t. 5 & it In Block
23. as organized plat near the A. L. S. depot at
each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are SfilKi each.
Also a lots W est of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 1, 10. 11, 12, 13, and 14. in Block
h. Lots 2, 4. 5 and j In Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,

1

M. D.

General TevfikoT Hie Turkish army,
who is superintendingthe filling of the

KM

Turkish contracts for arms with a Provideuce (R.

I.)

company, has written a

let-

My

Stock

Is

BETsTD,

I TNT

ID

A

sell

WHOLESALE AND
—

— n—

„

RETAIL.

—

Horse Shoeing a

always keep on hand a full stock of

I

3NT

with ncatnot

and dispatch.

S,

Speciality
J.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
Of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
aM those who wish to favor them with part of their

FLIEMAN.

Holland. September 1, 1873.

.From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASKETS In the market, and cheaper than In any

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son’s Hardware Store.

—

misrepresented in a report of a

—

-

—

tion which he had with a reporter,he adds

Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
tits, Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, &c.

,n a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essav
’Aside from the question of wood the clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ sneecss1U practice, that the alarming consequences of
American gun is as strong in all respects self-nbnsemay be radicallycured without the daniis the English. As to the comparative gerons nse of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of care at’ once
finish of the two, much more hand work simple, certain,and effectual,by means of which
by filing and hand fitting the parts is done every sufferer,no matter what his conditionmay
SmQy CUrC h m8elr cheaP,y’ privately, and mil
upon the English than upon the American
tSb This Lecture should be In the hands of
gun. This is done, however,in filing off every youth and every man in the land.

the corners and unimportantplaces.

Live. Geese
a Specialty.

surfaces of the American
equal to the English, and

of1877.

Feathers

Walsh’s Cough Candy.
The best

CANDY

MORTGAGE SALE.
T'VEFAULT

COUGH

Joslin&Breyman,

fee of twenty-five dollarsprovided for in said mortgage; ami no suit or proceeding having been instituted at law to recoverthe debt now remainingsecured by said mortgage or any part thereof: Notice is therefore hereby given, that by virtue of a
power of sale containedin said mortgage,and pursuant to statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south half of the south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeastquarter of the northeast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, lunge lonrtcen
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
according to Government .Survey, all being in Ottawa County, State of Michigan, at the front door
of the Court House of said Ottawa County.In the
City of Grand Haven in said County,
DAY OF JUNE, A. D. 1877.
at two o clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due
on said mortgage with interest and 'costs,including said attorney fee.
Dated, Gkand Haven, March 30th. A. D. 1877.

ON THE

Watchmakers | Jewelers, TWENTY-FIFTH
DEALERS IN

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

R.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

w.

Mae

this State.

For Sale by the poun d

PLEASANT TO TAKE.

CANDY

^eZ'sup
plied at wholesale
rates at the
Ci

48—

y

t

Drug Store.

0mo

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does

general Banking, Exchange,and Collectionbusiness.Collections made on all points
in the UnitcdStates and Europe. Particular atten
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers
Remittances madp on day of payment. All bnsiness entrustedto me shall nave prompt attention Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
and sold. Tickets to and fiom all points in Europe
p

tf

sold nt
105

my

office.

N.

KENYON.

THE

City Hotel,

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from thife city. Near church
E. KILLEAN,
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
Wasliogtoi! Sir,, 40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore.Inquire of

Proprietor.
Etud Sarti,

M

42-tf
HOWARD.
Accommodations,
of (Sold Peas.
1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877
M. D.

WuXt

use— For

the past 30 years, but

new in

-

All Kinds of Spectacles.

in

New York for

or ounce.

Dcxc«,

Farm

^4

sale in

COUGH

First-Class

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

either too large or too small, otherwise the

gun would not stand the test

of Lot 5 in Block 36. Situated
J- between J. O. Doesburg’sDrug store, and P.
& A. Steketee’s General Store, on Eighth street
Inquire
II. DOESBURG.
Holland. April 7,
8-tf

NOT

Silver

VAN ZOEREN.

1676.

feet

having been made in the condition*
IJ of n certain mortgage executedby George P
Reed ami Azubah Reed, hi* wife. toEli Hnrtzcll
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all hearing date the fourth day of June. A. D. 1874. ami
kinds of Mattrasses.
recordediu the office of the Register of Deed* for
Ottawa County, Stat.. of Michigan, on the tontn
I WILL
BE UNDERSOLD.
day of June, A. D. 1874. at eight o’clock in the forenoon, in Liber Y of Mortgage*, on page 556, through
8. REIDSEMA.
non-payment of rhe money *ecured to he paid bv
Holland, March 30, 1877,
said mortgage,by reason of which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative, on which
mortgage there in claimed to be due at the date of
thin notice the sum of fourteen hundred and fortynine dollarsand seven cents, and also an ntlorm’v

The

Sent nnder seal, in a plain envelope,to any address, po*t-i>ald,on receipt of six cents or two
gun are finished post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
no parts can be

14,

Vi

'TMIE East 45

where.

about the relativemerits of

English and American firearms:

Holland. July

W. BUTKAU,
J.

call

mm, HMEED!
Ju«t published,a new edition of
Dr. CulTfnrdl’l Celebrated Essay on
the radicalcure (without medicine)
of Spermatorrma or Seminal Weak-

_

„

Fine Building Site For Sale.

and see for
yourself, before you go else-

—

FIRST WARD.

for

General Blacksmithing done

*•*»-

THE

— IIST

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.

large stock of well selectedWall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

w.

MEAT MARKET

the hpBt wagon In use In this State

lured. It Is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will

Complete,

is

HOWARD.

been ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotenrv,
conversa- Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. Impedimentsto

ter, in which, after saying that he has

the following

the

and Hie only slope-spokedwagon manufac

UMRER

.1

Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
notice.

heard of. There are many single fea-

least, such as the $30,000 stud of
1

I.

SPECIALITY.

surprising array of circus talent never be-

tures

Spring Goods. This wagon

Give me a

steam

AND TIIR DRYING OF
WE SHALL MAKE

an automatic depart-

gine, never before collected,and

a

mE/ir eulist,

ment, operated by a solid silver steam en-

fore

SOUTH

New

O O F F X

Fourth of

combined, will have

such a

satisfy all whe

for

r.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

July, General Training,and Fair Day,

found Obscurity of

pENTY-FlFTH DAY

OF JUNE, A.
two o clock in the afternoon, to pay the
sum due on said mortgage with interest and costs
including said attorney fee.
Dated, Gkand Havkn, March 28th, A. D. 1877.

other place.
of solid steel curs,

of teeming

his acres

ON

the undersigned, am dally receiving

Most Approved Patterns;

Planing, Matching,

on Tuesday, the 20th inst., with his three

I,

Consisting of all kinds of

and in the attendance of such crowds of And we are confident we can
want
delighted people as to alone constitute a

show. So, when

etc.

THE PUBLIC.

TO

Mill. NEW FURNITURE.

great show; iu fact, unlimited, and yet
well founded. Each succeeding year

SLEIGHS TRUCKS
Also sole Agent

AH the leading Patent Medicine." in the market.
A full Stock of the very beat Perfumery snld in
bottle or by measure.

Times.

lic appreciation

VANDERVEEN.

s;

h^y

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Paint Brushes.

dey looked

Kapids. — Mr. Bnrnum’s confidence iu pub-

up

J.

PLIEMAN,

Top or Open Buggies

'irs

th«Cvnurpar,Ceia of lan(Uv,nKa»»d being situate in
the Villageof Eastmanvilie, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,known and described as
tu .n'tv’fl10 WiV iBlock ^enty four, all of Block
twenty -five, Block twenty-six and Block twentyseven, all in said \ lllageof Eastmanvilie. and numbered accordingto the plat of said Village as recorded in the offlce of the Register of Deeds for said
of 0,t"w;a In «aid State, containingabout
twenty acres of land, he the same more or less, at
the front door of the Court House of said Ottawa
Gra»d Haven, in said county,
I). 18m. at

like a million.”— [Charleston (S. C.) Letter

P.

share

Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-6m

Hair and

Holland, Mich., July
to

us a

your Patronage.

Counter, Cloth,

it

dey looked bigger

42-ly

MANUFACTURER OF

and see and give

aching sides of the dignified

men who were doing their best to suppress
their laughter, and a fresh outburst was
the result. As soon as quiet was restored

1876.

2,

^

J.

- --

Chamois Skins,

relief to the

Dec.

aITa" attorney ft® of fifty dollars, pronva d n.lort7aKe;and no suit or proceeding having been instituted at law to recover the
debt now remaining secured by said mortgage or
P*rt thereof; Notice is therefore hereby given
that by virtue of a power of sale containedin said

h wir

ESr
a
a:1

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

E. J.

P omptly Repaired.

Oils

make an explanation, and
Are Bold as cheap at thla Dru" Store as at any
as soon as there was a lull he went on: other. Medicineswarranted to bo strictlypure.
Call
“Well, the men was about three acres long Trusses,
and four tier deep.” This did not give

to

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

belonging to our line of business.

. ..t0 be pu,d b-v "’‘‘d inortW, by reason ol which the power to sell in said mortgage has
become, operative, on which mortgage th?«‘ is
nf‘f^eid t0ube dae1at •be date of this notice the sum
of tweive hundred and sixty dollars and forty-one

GIVE USXXRIAL.

Holland,

was,

CITY HOTEL.

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED,
The under*!
•Igned has opened a hardware store in
the old atanid of G. J. Haverkate, where he will
keen constantly on hand a complete stock of General Hardware.Stoves, Glass, Nails. Farming Implemenu. Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse

felt called on to

worse:

v/

Tinware very. Neatly and

Medicines,

ness, seeing that something had happened,

but hardly comprehendingwha.

m

- -

and the jury, witnesses, NO. 70,
counsel, defendants and spectatorsal
Drugs,
joined in one general guffaw. The wittheir feelings,

w

DOESBURG,

mi

Chief-JusticeWaite

having been made in the conditions
or,a certain mortgage executed by Janie*
\ oseand Julia M. Vose. Bis wile, toMariette How!
Liwy, Sail aajjkd Stalls,
land bearing date the twcnty-elghth day of October,
a. u. 1871 and recorded in the offlce of the Regis!
OF
in *Ohf«D2fdMf0r®Bawa County,State of Michigan,
on the eighteenthday of January, A. D. 1872 at
Fine Horses and beantlfnl carriages,enttrrs.and eleven o clock In the forenoon, in Liber W of Mortgages, on page 271, through non-payment of the
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at out
stable at reasonable rate*.

thousand men.” At this unexpected and

SALE-

T^EFAULT

BARN WEST

1876.

25,

AND GROCERIES.

ZSTEW

I

way. He

generallyvoted straightalong

GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS

A Fine line of New Style of Dress Goods just received
Great bargains in Sugar. Cash paid for Wool.

Offora his aervlces as such to the pnbllc and will
Kiiarantee his work for moderate chanjes. Having
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Joslln
* Hrejman, has now started for himself In the
store of Mr. J. ALBE5S, at

said, ‘Fred-

erick!’ I said,
I

BARGAINS IN DRY

Tbs
of interchang41

CULTOELL

KEDICAL

CO,,

Holland, March

24,

1877.

6— ly.

Ana Bt., NswTorlt; Post OfflceBox. 4586.

ability which I spoke of.f This shows the

admirable exactness with which

the

Amer-

ican machinery is done.”

PETER

Has opened np

Free of Cost.
Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis
&c., is given away free of cost in trial

bottles. If you have a severe Cough
Cold, Difficultyof Breathing, Hoarseness
or any affectionof the Throat or Lungs,
do by all means give this wonderful remedy a trial. As you value your existence
you cannot afford to let this opportunity
pass. We could not afford to give this
remedy away unless we knew it contained
the true merits we claim for it. Thousands
of hopeless cases have already been completely cured by it. There is no other
medicine in the world that will cure onehalf the cases that Dr. King’s New Discover will cure. For sale liy Wm. Van

Michigan

80 ^

^oesburg, Holland,

BRAAM CROCKERY!
a

A

new

From and
Meat Market, intend
devote

after this

to

Near the corner of

Fresh & Salt

Meats

aa „

anywhere

date,

I

else.

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those

who buy

„

Holland, Mich., June

1,

1877. 16-4w

of

FURNISHING GOODS,

LADIES’

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks, Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Golarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.
V

sets or in large

quantities

Rockingham and Yellow
Call and See and trade to
Ware in large supplies.
your own advantage.
g. J. vaarwerk.
P. BRAAM.

_

full lino

to this line ol

trade the necessary attention,

RIVER & TENTH STREETS.

'As cheap

Millinery | Fancy Goods,

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

E.

-

BUTTERICK & CO’S PATTERNS.

L &

S. VAN DEN BERtJE,
EIGHTH STREET ... - HOLLAND, 3UEICH

